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A       
Light, at the length-scale on the order of its wavelength, does not simply behave
as “light ray”, but instead diﬀracts, sca ers, and interferes with itself, as governed
byMaxwell’sequations. A profound understandingof the underlyingphysics has
inspired the emergence of a new frontier of materials and devices in the past few
decades.  is thesis explores the concepts and approaches for manipulating light
atthewavelength-scaleinavarietyoftopics,includinganti-re ectivecoatings,on-
chip silicon photonics, optical microcavities and nanolasers, microwave particle
accelerators,andopticalnonlinearities.
In Chapter  , an optimal tapered pro le that maximizes light transmission be-
tweentwomediawithdiﬀerentrefractiveindicesisderivedfromanalyticaltheory
and numerical modeling. A broadband wide-angle anti-re ective coating at the
air/siliconinterfaceisdesignedfortheapplicationofphotovoltaics.
InChapter ,areversedesignmethodforrealizingarbitraryon-chipoptical l-
tersisdemonstratedusingananalyticalsolutionderivedfromChapter . Example
designs are experimentally veri ed on a CMOS-compatible silicon-on-insulator
(SOI) platform. Among this device’s many potential applications, the use for ul-
trafaston-chippulseshapingishighlightedandnumericallydemonstrated.
InChapter ,theconceptoftaperingisappliedtothedesignofphotoniccrystal
cavities. As a result, the sca ering losses of cavities are suppressed, and light can
belocalizedinawavelength-scalevolumeforalonglife-time.
iii esisadvisor: MarkoLoncar YinanZhang
In Chapter  , photonic crystal cavity-based nanolasers with low power con-
sumptionaredemonstratedwithtwodiﬀerentprototypes-photoniccrystalnanobeams
andphotoniccrystaldisks.  euseofgrapheneisalsoexploredinthischapterfor
thepurposeofelectrically-drivennanoscalelight-emi ingdevices.
InChapter ,photoniccrystalcavitiesatmillimeterwavelengthforparticleac-
celerationapplicationsaredeveloped.
In Chapter  , a novel design of dual-polarized mode photonic crystal cavities,
anditspotentialfordiﬀerence-frequencygenerationsareexamined.
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Optimaltaperforimpedancematching
 .  I                              
W                                               , a portion of the
power is re ected because of impedance mismatch.  is is a familiar concept in
disciplinesasdiverseaselectromagnetism,acoustics,andseismology. Minimizing
there ectancecausedbyimpedancemismatchisthereforeanextremelyimportant
issueinmany elds: anti-re ectivecoatingsareusedonlenses(rangingfromeye-
glasses to telescopes); impedance matching in electrical transmission lines max-
imizes the power transfer between the source and the load [ ]; microwave anti-
re ectivecomponentsareusedinconcealingmilitarytargetsfromradardetection
aswellasinconstructionofanechoicchambersforantennameasurements[ ];in
acoustics, horns and megaphones amplify the sound coupling of human voice or
 musicalinstrumentstoopenspace.
 eimpedance-matchingcomponentsingeneralcanberealizedwiththeaidof
interference.  equarter-wavecoatingonopticallensesoﬀersaclassicexample: a
single-layercoatingwithathicknessofone-quarterwavelengthoflightminimizes
re ection of that particular wavelength (λ) by canceling out re ection from the
front and the back of the coating [ ].  e quarter-wave impedance transformer
used in transmission line employs the same mechanism. However, such interfer-
ence-baseddevices,bytheirnature,onlyoperatewithinanarrowbandwidth,and
inthecaseofopticsoverlimitedrangeofincidentangles.
In contrast, a broadband impedance-matching component can be achieved by
adiabatically coupling the wave from one medium to another through a graded-
impedance taper.  e tapered layer whose impedance varies continuously can
be realized by a textured interface. When the feature size of the structured inter-
face is much smaller than the wavelength, the eﬀective impedance of the blended
mediumisdeterminedbytheweightedaverageoftheimpedanceofthetwomedia
[ ]. Such structured interface has been inspired by natural biological organisms
(e.g. dragon y wings, moth eyes) [ – ], and has been fabricated with diﬀerent
nanofabrication technologies, including focused ion beam [ ], dry etching with
self-assembledmask[  ],colloidallithography[  ]andinterferencelithography
[  ],andnanoimprintfrombio-template[  ].
 e performance of the taper is dependent on its tapered length (l), as well as
the tapered impedance pro le [  –  ]. As the tapered length increases with re-
specttoλ,re ectioncanbereducedbecauseofthesmootheradiabaticconversion.
However,inpracticalrealization,thetaperedlengthiso enlimitedbyfabrication
and/orotherimplementationconstraints.
Inthissection,weseektheoptimalimpedancepro le,whichminimizesthere-
 ectance across a broad frequency band for a given taper length. While we focus
ontheapplicationsinoptics,ourapproachisgeneralandtheresultsareapplicable
to a wide class of physical phenomena that involve wave propagation. For exam-
ple, this work could lead to a signi cant improvement of performance in stealth
technology,andphotovoltaics[  ,  ].
  .  D           M      ’          
 e behavior of electromagnetic wave propagating inside a medium with varied
indexcanbedescribedby DMaxwell’sequations,

   
   
−
∂
∂x
E(x,t) = μ(x)
∂
∂t
H(x,t)
−
∂
∂x
H(x,t) = ε(x)
∂
∂t
E(x,t)
( . )
where E and H are the electric and magnetic components and μ and ε are the
medium permeability and permi ivity.  e telegrapher’s equations of transmis-
sion lines and acoustic equations follow the same form. In an electrical transmis-
sionline,EandHarereplacedbyvoltageVandcurrentIrespectively,whileμand
ε are replaced by characteristic inductance L  and capacitance C  respectively. In
acoustictheoryEandHarereplacedbyacousticpressurepandtheacoustic uid
velocityvectorvrespectively,while μandε arereplacedbymassdensity ρandthe
inverseofbulkmodulusκ−  respectively.
For further insight into Eq.  . , we perform the following normalization: we
de ne the optical length of the tapered section to be L =
∫ l
  n(x)dx, where n(x)
is the material’s refractive index. Next, we normalize the x-axis with respect to its
opticallength.  enormalizedunitu ∈ [ , ]isde nedby
u =
 
L
∫ x
 
n(x
′)dx
′ ( . )
With this normalized unit u, Eq.  .  (in the time-harmonic form) can be re-
wri enas, 
    
    
dE
du
= i π
L
λ
Z(u)H(u)
dH
du
= i π
L
λ
 
Z(u)
E(u)
( . )
 where Z =
√
μ/ε is the material impedance. From Eq.  . , the electromagnetic
wavecanbe separatedintoa forwardpropagatingwaveanda backwardpropagat-
ingwavewithacoeﬃcientr,

   
   
E(u) = A[exp(i π
L
λ
u) + rexp(−i π
L
λ
u)]
H(u) =
A
Z
[exp(i π
L
λ
u) − rexp(−i π
L
λ
u)]
( . )
Importantly,r( )describesthepercentageoflightinamplitudethatre ectsoﬀ
from the u =   interface, and r( ) =   because we assume there is no backward
propagatinglightincidentfromu =  interface.
FromEq. . wecanderive
r(u) =
E(u) − Z(u)H(u)
E(u) + Z(u)H(u)
( . )
Combining Eq.  .  and Eq.  .  leads to a nonlinear ordinary diﬀerential equa-
tionofr(u).
r
′ + i π
L
λ
r = −
 
 
(  − r
 )p(u) ( . )
wherep = dlnZ/ducontainstheinformationofthetaperpro le.
 e goal is to  nd the optimal taper function p(u) that results in minimal r( ),
givenacertainbandwidth[λmin,λmax]. First,weemployanapproximationtosolve
this problem semi-analytically, and then use numerical approaches to  nd the ex-
actsolutions. Forasmallr,usinganapproximationr  ≪  ,Eq. . canbereduced
toalinearordinarydiﬀerentialequation,whichhastheexactsolution,
r( ) =
 
 
∫  
 
p(u
′)exp(i π
L
λ
u
′)du
′ ( . )
NotethatEq. . isequivalenttoFouriertransform(FT),
r( ) =
 
 
P( L/λ) ( . )
 where P(u) is the Fourier transform of p(u), and  L/λ corresponds to the fre-
quency of the Fourier transform. It is important to note that P( ) is constrained
toconstantforanytaperedfunctionp(u).
P( ) =
∫  
 
p(u
′)du
′ = lnZ  − lnZ  ( . )
whereZ  andZ  aretheimpedanceofthetwomedia.  isisbecauseP( )approx-
imatesthere ectionbetweenthetwomediawithouttaper.
 ereforetheproblemof ndingtheoptimaltaperpro lethathasminimumre-
 ectanceatbandwidth[λmin,λmax]giventheopticallengthL,isequivalentto nd-
ingtheoptimalwindowfunctionp(u),con nedwithin[ , ],whoseFouriertrans-
form’s sideband level R∗ above cutoﬀ frequency fc = L/λmax is minimal. R∗(fc) is
de nedas,
R
∗(fc) = max{|
P(f)
P( )
|f>fc} ( .  )
 .  O                   
Interestingly,theabove-mentionedproblemisanalogoustotheside-lobesuppres-
sionprobleminsignal-processinginordertominimizeso-called”spectrumleaks”
of digital signals that result in the cross-talk between diﬀerent frequency bands
[  ]. Amongthemanywindowfunctionsutilizedinsignal-processing,theDolph-
Chebyshevwindowfunctionsatis estheabove-mentionedrequirementsforp(u):
it minimizes the sideband level R∗(fc) for given cutoﬀ frequency fc [  ]. Histor-
ically, Dolph-Chebyshev window has been used to optimize the directionality of
phase antenna [  ], and to design tapered section in electrical transmission line
(Klopfenstein taper) [  ]. In the la er case, the refractive index has been treated
asconstantthroughoutthetapering,whichisonlyvalidforTEMmodeinco-axial
metal waveguide. Here, we provide a generalized model for designing broadband
anti-re ectivedevice.
In Fig.  . .  we compare diﬀerent tapering pro les logZ(u), their respective
 Figure 1.3.1: Comparison of diﬀerent window functions p(u) [21] for anti-
reﬂective coatings at silicon/air interface, and their respective reﬂectance R =
|r( )|  predicted by the Fourier model.
window functions p(u), and their re ectance spectra (in decibels). As a concrete
example, we choose to maximize the transmission (minimize the re ection) be-
tweenair(n =  )andsilicon(n =  . ). Inthecaseofaquarter-wavecoating,the
step function in the impedance pro le results in two Dirac delta functions with
a spacing of unity in p(u). Its Fourier transform is the result of beating between
twoconstant-amplitudefunctionswithafrequencydiﬀerence, leadingtozerore-
 ectance at L/λ =  /  + m/  for m ∈ N, which is consistent with the phe-
nomenoninquarter-wavecoating. Atallotherfrequencieswherethisconditionis
notsatis ed,there ectancelevelremainshigh(  %,− dB).
Ontheotherhand,whentaperingisapplied,forexample,re ectanceside-lobes
canbesuppressedoverawidenormalizedfrequencyrange(theheightofthemain
 lobe remains the same as in the previous case). In addition, for all tapering pro-
 les except for the Dolph-Chebyshev one, the height of the side-lobes decreases
asthenormalizedfrequencyincreases.  isisexpectedsinceforgivenwavelength
of incident wave, larger normalized frequencies mean longer structure with more
adiabatic tapering.  e Dolph-Chebyshev taper, specially, can have signi cantly
smaller and frequency-independent side-lobes Rsb. As an example, in Fig.  . . 
we plot a Dolph-Chebyshev function that is optimized for a cutoﬀ frequency of
L/λmax =  andhasasidebandre ectanceofRsb = −   dB.
Figure 1.3.2: Comparison of power reﬂectance between that predicted by
the Fourier model and that calculated by solving Maxwell’s Equations. The
Dolph-Chebyshev function in this Figure is optmized for a cutoﬀ frequency of
L=λmax =   and has a sideband reﬂectance of Rsb = −  dB.
 .  D                   
Having identi ed Dolph-Chebyshev tapering pro le as the most promising one,
in Fig.  . .  we evaluate the validity of our modeling. We compare the analytical
solution predicted by the Fourier model (with the r  approximation in Eq.  . ),
with the numerical solution to Eq.  . . In Fig.  . . , the result derived from the
Fouriertransformisplo edinsolidline,whilethatproducedbynumericsolution
isplo edindots. Here,diﬀerentfromtheoneinFig. . . ,theDolph-Chebyshev
 function is optmized for a cutoﬀ frequency of L/λmax =   and has a sideband
re ectanceofRsb = −  dB. Fig. . . showsthattheFouriermodelpredictionis
inexcellentagreementwiththesimulation.
Figure 1.4.1: Comparison of diﬀerent taper functions’ performance, for sili-
con/air interface as an example.
Next,inFig. . . wecomparethere ectancelevelR∗(fc)ofDolph-Chebyshev
taper to other taper functions, calculated with numerical solution. It can be seen
that the Dolph-Chebyshev taper outperforms the other impedance pro les.  e
diﬀerenceinperformancebecomesincreasinglydramaticasdesiredR∗ decreases.
For example, in order to reach a re ectance level of −  dB, implementing with a
lineartaperrequiresanopticallengthLlongerthan  λ;thesamere ectancecan
beachievedwithaDolph-ChebyshevtaperofanopticallengthLofonly . λ.
Finally,weprovideanexampleofabroadbandwide-angleanti-re ectivecoating
with Dolph-Chebyshev taper using our theory. We aim to minimizing the re ec-
tionlossbetweenairandsiliconacrossthesolarspectrumfrom   nmto    nm,
withR∗ = −  dBatnormalincidence. WechooseL =  . λmax =  . μmtosat-
isfy this condition, which results in a coating thickness of l =  . μm. Fig.  . . 
 Figure 1.4.2: Example of a broadband wide-angle anti-reﬂective coating be-
tween air and silicon. (b)(c) Reﬂectance dependence on incident angle, at dif-
ferent wavelengths across the solar spectrum, for TE-and TM-polarized light.
showsthere ectancespectraasafunctionoftheincidentangleatdiﬀerentwave-
lengths, for TE-and TM-polarized light respectively.  e result is obtained with
 nite-diﬀerencetime-domainmethod(FDTD)code. AsshowninFig.  ,ourde-
sign not only demonstrates high anti-re ective property at diﬀerent wavelengths,
as expected, but also performs well within a large incident angle range [  ].  e
power loss from re ectance can remain below  % within an incident angle of   o
acrosstheentiresolarspectrumforbothpolarizations.
Insummary,startingwith DMaxwellequations,wefoundsemi-analyticalso-
lutionoftheoptimaltaperfunction,thatminimizestheimpedancemismatch(re-
 ection) between two materials that light propagate in. We have demonstrated
that Dolph-Chebyshev taper can achieve the same anti-re ective performance
withamuchshortercones, comparedwithothertaperfunctions. Webelievethis
 workwillshedlightondesignsofbroadbandanti-re ectivecomponentsinvarious
areas.
  2
Arbitraryon-chipoptical ltersfor
ultrafaﬆpulseshaping
E                                                                -
                        ,humankindhasbeenactivelydevelopingnew
ways of controlling the wavelength and direction of re ected light. People have
strivedforincreasingly nercontroloverlightusinganythingfrommirrorstopho-
tographic  lters.  e advent of photonic band-gap materials enabled the imple-
mentationofstructuralcolorasinthescalesofabu er y’swings[  ]. Additional
 elds such as plasmonics and metamaterials [  ,   ], alongside photonic band-
gapmaterials,providegeneralrulesfordesigningstructuralcolorbuto enrequire
heavycomputationinordertoachieveprecisewavelengths;eventhentherelacks
suﬃcient  exibility that allows for arbitrary  lter response. We present a method
  for easily designing a structure that will re ect an arbitrary spectrum. While this
method can be generally applied to any structure where the refractive index pro-
 le can be controlled, we have concentrated on implementing arbitrary re ective
 ltersincompact,on-chipwaveguides.  eseintegrated ltershavemyriadappli-
cationsfromon-chipsignalroutingtocompact,ultra-fastpulseshaping[  ].
Inourrecentworkwehavestudiedaregionwitharefractiveindexmodulation
inonedimension[  ]andderivedtheFouriertransformrelationshipbetweenthe
re ectancespectrumandtherefractiveindexpro le. Weshowherethatthisprin-
ciple can also be extended to optical waveguides on the SOI platform, where the
refractiveindexpro leisrepresentedbytheSOIwaveguide-mode’s(fundamental
TE   mode) eﬀective index.  e modulation of the eﬀective index is controlled
bythevariationinthewidthofthesiliconwaveguide[W(x)].
Wepreviouslydetailed[  ]thederivationoftheordinarydiﬀerentialequation
that describes the re ection coeﬃcient, r, as a function of the index modulation
[n(x)]intimeharmonicform. Eq. . showsavariationonthisresult,
r(λ) =
 
 
J(λ)
∫ l
 
dW
dx
exp(i π
 neff
λ
x)dx ( . )
where J(λ) = −  
neff
dneff
dW takes into account the wavelength dispersion of the
opticalwaveguideaswellasthematerialdispersion.  eformerdispersioniscal-
culated through an eigenfrequency analysis of the waveguide’s cross-section.  e
integrationinEq. . isperformedoverthelengthofthewidth-modulatedregion
of the waveguide. Note that Eq.  .  is of the form of a Fourier transform. ( e
integrationlimitscanbeextendedtoin nityastheintegrandevaluatestozeroev-
erywhere outside the width modulated region.)  is gives us a powerful method
forsolvingforW(x)-fromatargetr(λ)spectrum-simplybyinvertingtheFourier
transform. Fig.  . . (c)(d) show a target spectrum and the corresponding width
pro le,andFig. . . (b)showstheSEMmicrographofthewidth-modulationpro-
 lerealizedontheSOIplatform.
It is important to note that Eq.  .  is only an approximate solution -its deriva-
tion relies upon small amplitudes of the re ection coeﬃcient -and the target r(λ)
  spectra are not exactly reproduced.  e eﬃcacy of the method can be tested by
solving the exact Maxwell’s equations numerically. As expected, our reverse de-
signmethod’sresultsstarttodivergefromthetargetspectraasthemagnitudeofr
increases. Fig.  . . (e) shows this trend and extends the target spectra into non-
physicalvaluesgreaterthanunity.
Figure 2.0.1: (a) A cartoon representation of the ﬁlter in action. The red
light is transmitted through the width modulated region, whereas the blue
light is reﬂected back. (b) An SEM micrograph of a fabricated waveguide
showing the W(x) proﬁle. (c) An example target R(λ). (d) The width proﬁle
W(x) that is obtained by applying the inverse Fourier transform obtained from
Eq. 2.1 to the spectrum from (c). (e) The solid lines are target amplitudes
of labeled values A. The dashed lines show the resulting reﬂectance when the
W(x) proﬁle is checked by solving the exact Maxwell’s equations numerically.
For small values of A the agreement is excellent, but increasingly larger values
lead to distortion of the shape and discrepancies in the amplitude.
  WhentransferringacontinuousmodulationofawaveguidewidthontoanSOI
sample through electron-beam (e-beam) lithography, two problems occur. First,
duetothe nitelengthofthe lterthereisatruncationeﬀect: ifanrspectrumwith
large’tails’initsFouriertransformischosen,therewillbesigni cantdegradation
in the resulting spectrum because a large proportion of the Fourier components
will be lost. Second, errors arise from the  nite resolution of e-beam lithography.
 isleadstoawashingoutofthe nerfeaturesintherspectrum. Viewedthrough
theprismofclassicaldigitalsignalprocessing,thesetwoissueswouldbeequivalent
to not sampling the data for a suﬃciently long period in the time domain, and to
obtainingananalogtodigitalconversionwithinsuﬃcientbitstoproperlyresolve
theamplitudeofthesignal.
Figure 2.0.2: (a) Time domain Gaussian input pulse. (b) The wavelength
domain reﬂectance ﬁlter shapes. Eq. 2.1 is used turn these ﬁlter shapes into
W(x) for the waveguides. (c) Time domain readout of the input pulse re-
ﬂected oﬀ the ﬁlters. The results are a Hamming and linear pulse shape, re-
spectively.
An important application for this method is in shaping ultra-fast pulses. Bulky
apparatus is currently used for ultra-fast shaping, and it requires precision align-
ment [  ,   ]. By using the SOI waveguide platform our  lters allow us to gen-
eratearbitrary pulseshapesin anintegrated, on-chip fashion.  e small footprint
of the  lters additionally permits a single external pulse to excite many diﬀerent
  pulse shapes in parallel.  e key to pulse shaping is the control of amplitude and
phase over a wide wavelength range [  ]. As Eq.  .  solves for r (the re ection
coeﬃcient) rather than R (the re ectance, or |r| ), the necessary conditions for
ultra-fastpulseshapingaremet.
We now present  nite diﬀerence time domain simulations showing a single
Gaussian pulse is launched into two diﬀerent width-modulated SOI waveguides,
and is converted into three distinct Hamming pulses, and a linear (saw-tooth)
pulse, respectively. Fig.  . .  shows the time domain representation of the input
andthetwosimulatedre ectedpulses. Allsimulationsarethreedimensionalwith
the mesh grid size of  nm, which is similar to the e-beam lithography resolution
availabletous.
For experimental demonstration, we have selected  ve arbitrary spectra, as
shown in Fig.  . . (b).  e spectra were subsequently translated to diﬀerent
waveguides’widthmodulationshapes[W(x)]usingEq. . .  edeviceswerefab-
ricated on SOI wafers (SOITEC) with a     nm device layer and a   μm buried
oxide layer.  e waveguides were wri en using a negative resist (XR     -  )
and   kVelectron-beamlithography(Elionix    ).  eexposurewindowwas
a     μm square with a dot-pitch of  .   nm. A er development (TMAH  .  )
thepa ernwastransferredtothedevicelayerusingreactive-ionetching(C F and
SF ). SU-  Polymer waveguides were de ned using e-beam lithography for spot
size conversion. Finally, the device was capped using PE-CVD deposited silicon
dioxide to enable facet polishing. Fig.  . . (a) shows an SEM micrograph of an
exampledevicepriortoPE-CVDdeposition.
Filter characterization was performed with a scanned tunable laser (Agilent
     ). Light was coupled onto the chip through a tapered, lensed  ber (Oz op-
tics). An on-chip,  dB directional coupler was used to extract the re ected sig-
nal to an output arm and back to an SU-  waveguide as depicted in Fig.  . . (a).
Fig.  . . (b) and (c) show example target spectra alongside experimentally mea-
sured spectra; the agreement between the two is excellent.  e signal can be dis-
torted by Fabry-Perot resonances in the system as well as truncation eﬀects due
  Figure 2.0.3: (a) SEM micrograph of example device; the inset shows a mag-
niﬁcation of the width modulated region. Cartoons show ﬂow of experiment.
(b) A set of ﬁve target spectra. The intensity is in a linear saw-tooth pattern.
(c) Normalized, measured reﬂections from fabricated devices. The dashed
lines indicate the uncertainty in the normalization.
to the  nite size and resolution of the width-modulated  lters.  e absolute val-
ues of measured re ectance are based on average values for transmission through
un-modulated waveguides with the uncertainty in the measurement arising from
variationsinthepolymerwaveguidefacetsandinsertionandextractionlossesthat
arisefromthiscouplingmethod.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated a reverse method for designing arbitrary
 lterswith the footprintof anon-chipwaveguide. Inaddition toallowingthe de-
signofarbitraryphaseandamplitude ltersthesestructuresshowgreatpromisein
shaping ultrafast pulses as demonstrated through FDTD simulations. We believe
this system provides a novel and feasible platform for control of ultra-fast pulses
  with vastly improved footprints and greatly reduced experimental complexity. In
the future we will look to implementing ultra-fast pulse shaping as well as using
dynamicmethodstode nethe lters.
  3
Impedancematchingfordesigning
ultrahigh-Q/Vnanocavities
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Semiconductor nanowires have recently emerged as novel light sources for inte-
grated photonics. Lasers and electrically-driven light emi ing diodes have been
reported in various material systems (CdS, ZnO, GaN, etc) [  –  ]. In all of
these studies, a semiconductor nanowire is used both as the active medium and
  theFabry-Perotopticalcavity;thenanowirebodyservesastheopticalwaveguide,
whileitsendfacetsserveasthemirrorsboundingtheopticalcavity. However,due
tothesmalldiameterofananowire,signi cantevanescent eldexistsoutsidethe
nanowire body.  is reduces the re ection of the nanowire facets and introduces
signi cant losses, thus limiting the Quality factor, Q, of the cavity to ∼     [  –
  ]. In addition, the large evanescent  eld results in the small modal gain of the
nanowire[  ]. Bothoftheseeﬀectscanincreasethelasingthresholdofnanowire
lasers. At the same time, the Fabry-Perot nature of the optical cavity can result in
multi-modelasing,withlasingwavelengthsdependentonthelengthofnanowire.
In many applications single-wavelength emission with well-de ned lasing wave-
lengthisdesired.  epropertiesofnanowirelasersandLEDscouldbeimproved
by embedding nanowires into optical structures including photonic-crystals and
race-track resonators [  ], metallic gratings [  ], and micro-stadium resonators
[  ]. However, to the best of our knowledge all previously reported structures
basedonnanowireshadQ ≥  ,   .
Inadditiontotheirpromiseaslow-thresholdandhighswitching-speednanolasers,
semiconductornanowiresoﬀerana ractiveplatformfortherealizationofelectri-
cally-injected, on-demand, single-photon sources. A reliable and bright source of
single photons would  nd immediate applications in spectroscopy, quantum in-
formation processing and quantum cryptography. Solid-state version of single-
photon sources based on self-assembled epitaxially-grown quantum dots (QDs)
havebeendemonstratedindiﬀerentmicrocavitycon gurations[  –  ]. Inallof
these cases, a high Q and small mode volume (V) of the microcavity were instru-
mental for achieving single-photon emission. Recently, there have been several
proposals to achieve electrically-driven single-photon sources based on QDs em-
beddedwithinsemiconductornanowires[  –  ]. However,thesereportsdidnot
considertheuseofanopticalcavitytoimprovetheperformanceofsuchasource.
Inthiswork,weproposeanapproachtosigni cantlyimprovetheQofnanowire-
based optical resonators, and we demonstrate cavities with Q =   ×     and
V <  . (λ/n) . Our approach is based on engineering a cavity in a one-di-
mensional ( D) photonic crystal (PhC) [  ,   ], which is pa erned around the
  nanowire. We demonstrate using numerical modeling that our platform coupled
withaQDiswell-suitedforoperationintheso-calledstrong-couplinglimitofcav-
ityquantumelectrodynamics(QED),inwhichthereisacoherentinteractionbe-
tweenthephotonscon nedtotheopticalnanowirecavityandexcitonstrappedin
theQD[  ].
 . .  I                                                   
In this work, we consider nanowires with a refractive index nwire =  .  and emis-
sion wavelength of λ ≈    nm (e.g. CdS nanowires). However, our approach is
general and applicable to diﬀerent material systems. We assume a circular cross-
section of our nanowires [Fig.  . . (a)].  is allows us to take advantage of the
radial symmetry of the system and signi cantly simplify the analysis.  e more
typicalhexagonalcross-sectionofananowireistakenintoaccountinthelatersec-
tion,andgoodagreementwithoursimpli edmodelisfound.
Figure 3.1.1: (a) Schematic of nanowire and mode proﬁle (Ex components)
for fundamental HE   mode with d =    nm and nclad =  . (b) Reﬂectance of
nanowire facets with air and PMMA cladding (HE   mode).
First, we model nanowire as a cylindrical optical waveguide using Maxwell’s
equations in cylindrical coordinates [  ,   ], considering the nanowire with air
(nclad =  ) and low-index material cladding (e.g. polymer, nclad =  . ). We  nd
that nanowires with air (polymer) cladding support only the fundamental HE  
modeford <    nm(d <    nm).  issingle-moderegimeofoperationispre-
cisely the region that we are interested in for this work. Next, the re ectance of
  the nanowire facet was studied using the  nite-diﬀerence time-domain (FDTD)
method(gridsize< nm), andtakingadvantageofradialsymmetryofthesystem.
 efundamentalHE  nanowiremodeislaunchedtowardsthenanowireend,and
powerre ectedfromthefacetismonitored[Fig. . . (b)]. Itcanbeseenthatthe
nanowirefacetre ectanceissmallerthan  %(  %)forsingle-modenanowiresin
air (polymer). Similar results have been found previously by other authors [  –
  ]. Such a poor facet re ection is responsible for large mirror losses and small
qualityfactor(Q ∼    )oftheopticalcavityformedbythenanowire.
Figure 3.1.2: (a) Schematic of a semiconductor nanowire with 1D PhC de-
ﬁned at its end. (b) Transmittance and reﬂectance spectra for nanowire with
PhC consisting of 30 PMMA/air pairs.
In order to increase facet re ection and overall Q of the nanowire-cavity, we
consider the structure shown in Fig.  . . (a) [  ].  e system consists of a
nanowireembeddedwithinpolymercladding,with DPhCde nedatthenanowire
end. One particularly appealing approach is to use Poly(methyl methacrylate)
(PMMA) electron-beam lithography resist as the cladding material. In this case,
fabricationofthe DPhCstructureisverysimple,andcanbeaccomplishedusing
electron-beamlithography,only.
In Fig.  . . (b) we show the re ectance (R) and transmi ance (T) spectra for
the d =    nm nanowire with a grating of periodicity a =    nm. It can be
seenthatwithinthebandgap λ ∈ (   nm,   nm),there ectancecanbeashigh
as   %, which is almost a   -fold improvement over the facet re ection of bare
nanowire. InFig. . . (b)wealsoshowthesca eringloss,de nedasL =  −R−T
  (absorption losses of the nanowire are neglected).  is loss can be a ributed
to the sca ering at the nanowire - D PhC interface, due to a mismatch between
the propagating fundamental HE   mode inside the nanowire and the evanescent
Bloch mode that exists inside the grating section [  ]. In the next section we
willshowthatthissca eringlosscanbesigni cantlyminimizedusingtechniques
similar to the ones developed by Lalanne and colleagues [  ,   ]. Outside the
bandgap,attheshort-wavelength(high-frequency)end,thelossincreasessigni -
cantlyduetocouplingtotheleakymodesthatexistinsidethemirrorsection(the
Blochmodesofthephotoniccrystalcrossthelightlineandradiateenergy).
Itisimportanttomentionthatthepositionandwidthofthephotonicbandgap
will depend strongly on the nanowire diameter.  erefore, in an experimental
realization of our platform, it is important that nanowires are straight and with-
outsigni cantdiametervariations. Sophisticatedgrowthtechniquesthatresultin
straight and uniform nanowires have recently been demonstrated [  ,   ,   ,   ,
  ]. Finally,wenotethatphotonicbandgapcanclosewhenthenanowirediameter
islargerthan   nm,duetothepresenceofhigherordermodes.
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In this section we provide a detailed design of photonic crystal nanowire cav-
ities taking advantage of the  D PhC mirrors concept introduced in the previ-
ous section. We start with the Fabry-Perot cavity shown in Fig.  . . (a) where
the nanowire section of length s is sandwiched between two  D PhC mirrors.
We call such cavity guided-mode cavity. We select the same parameters used in
Fig.  . . (b) (d =    nm, a =    nm,    pairs of PMMA/air grating at each
side), in order to assure single-mode behavior of the nanowire, as well as to posi-
tion the emission wavelength of CdS (   nm) at the midgap of the PhC mirror.
 isprovidesthesmallestpenetrationdepthintothePhCmirrorleadingtoasmall
mode volume, as well as minimizes the mirror transmission loss thus maximizing
the overall Q. By tuning the cavity length (s), cavity modes with diﬀerent sym-
metries can be formed and positioned precisely at the mid-gap frequency.  e Q
  factorsofthesemodesare   ,   and   ,fors/a =  .  , .  , .  ,respectively.
Wenotethatusingthissimpleguided-modeapproachitispossibletorealizecavi-
tieswithhigherQattheexpenseofanenlargedmodevolume,bytuningthecavity
resonanceclosertotheair-bandedge. However,thesemodesarenotofinterestin
thisworkduetothereducedQ/Vratio.
 etotalQfactorofthe DPhCcavitycanbeseparatedintotransmissionloss
duetothe nitelengthofthemirror,andtheabove-mentionedsca ering:
 
Q
=
 
Qsc
+
 
Qw
( . )
Inourcase,  layersofPhCmirrorresultinqualityfactorfromwaveguideloss
of Qw ∼    , which is signi cantly larger than the Q of guided-mode cavities ob-
tainedabove.  isimpliesthatthedominantlossmechanismissca eringatmirror
interfaces,asnotedpreviouslyinRef. [  ]. Inthatworkitwassuggestedthatthe
modepro lemismatchbetweenguidedmodeatthecavityregionandBlochmode
isthemainreasonforlargesca eringlosses.  ismismatchcanalsobeviewedas
theeﬀectiveimpedancemismatchbetweencavitymodeandtheBlochmodeprop-
agating in the mirror. From Fig.  . . (c) we can see that the cavity guided mode
hasamodeindexofncavity =  .  ,whiletheevanescentBlochmodepositionedat
themidgapfrequencyhasamodeindexofnmid−gap =  .  .
Toeliminatethisindexdiﬀerenceandtheresultingmodemismatch,wesubsti-
tutetheuniformcavityregionwithaPMMA/airgratingwiththesamedutycycle
but a smaller period [Fig.  . . (b)]. By choosing the period of this cavity section
to be w =  .  a, we tune the cavity resonance to the mid-gap frequency of the
mirror. Fig. . . (c)showsthephotonicbandsofthecavitysegmentaswellasthe
PhC mirror.  e propagating dielectric-band Bloch mode supported in the cav-
ity region couples to the evanescent Bloch mode that exists within the bandgap
of the PhC mirror to form the cavity mode. In contrast with the former design,
thecavitymodehereisaBlochmode(insteadofguidedmode),andthereforethe
cavityisreferredtoasBloch-modecavity.  eQfactorofourBloch-modecavity
  Figure 3.1.3: (a) Schematic of guided-mode cavity. (b) Schematic of Bloch-
mode cavity. (c) Dispersion line of Bloch mode with periodicity of  :  a (blue
solid), Bloch mode with periodicity of a (pink solid), and guided mode of
nanowire embedded in PMMA (red dash-dot).
is  ,    and the mode volume is  .   (λ/n) . As expected, the increase in Q is
duetothereducedmodepro lemismatchbetweentheBlochmodeofthecavity
andevanescentBlochmodeofthemirror. Recentlyanothergrouphaveproposed
similarcavitydesigninordertorealizehigh-Qcavities[  ].
Further Q enhancement can be realized by tapering the mode pro le from the
dielectricbandtomid-bandgapbyaddingtapersegments,asshowninFig. . . (a).
Twodegreesoffreedomareavailabletoachievethetransitionbetweenthecavity
BlochmodeandtheevanescentBlochmodeofthemirror,namelytheperiod(w)
and the duty cycle of each segment. Here we keep the duty cycle  xed at  . , as
we did in the cavity segment. Linear interpolation of grating constant ( π/w) of
each segment is used to carry out the tapering process. Mid-bandgap resonance
isachievedbyalteringthelengthofthecentralsegmentw . Similartaperingtech-
  niqueswerepreviouslyusedtorealizehigh-Qheterostructurecavitiesbasedon D
PhCwaveguides[  –  ].
Figure 3.1.4: (a) Schematic of photonic band tapering. (b) Quality factor
and mode volume as a function of number of taper segments. In all cases,
the cavity was designed to support one resonance position at the mid-gap
wavelength of    nm. (c) Mode proﬁle of cavity modes (Eφ component) with
  taper segments and    mirror pairs. Conﬁguration of the tapered gratings is
also mapped as background.
In Fig.  . . (b) we present the dependence of the Quality factor on the num-
berofsegmentsplacedinthetaperregion(one-segmentstructurecorrespondsto
Bloch-modecavity). Forthecaseof  mirrorpairsateachend(notincludingta-
per segments), Q  rst increases logarithmically as the number of taper segments
increases, and then levels oﬀ when the number of tapers is larger than  . When
we increase the number of PhC mirror pairs to   , the logarithmic dependence
of Q on number of segments is recovered.  erefore, we conclude that for large
number of taper segments, transmission losses become dominant, and more mir-
ror pairs are required. In Fig.  . . (b), we also present the mode volume of the
  cavitycalculatedusingEq. . .
V =
∫
V ε(⃗ r)|E(⃗ r)|
  dV
max[ε(⃗ r)|E(⃗ r)|
 ]
( . )
As expected, the mode volume increases as the number of taper segments in-
creases. However,theincreaseofVismodest,especiallyforlargenumberoftaper
segments. Moreover,inallcasesthemodevolumeissmallerthan . (λ/n) .  is
is due to the fact that we deliberately positioned the cavity mode precisely at the
midgapfrequency,andthereforethecavity elddecaysrapidlyinsidethePhCmir-
ror. In the case shown in Fig.  . . (c), Q/V can be as high as  .  ×     per cubic
wavelengthinmaterial.
In previous paragraphs, we explained the ultra-high Q of our nanowire-based
cavities using the mode-matching arguments.  e high Q factor can also be ex-
plained by looking at the distribution of the cavity  eld energy in momentum
space (k-space, spatial Fourier transform space) [  ,   –  ]. In Fig.  . . , we
show the Fourier transform of the electric components Eφ of the cavity mode.
kz = ncladω/c  de nesthelightlineofthecladding. Componentswithkz smaller
than the light line support plane waves leaking energy radially into the cladding,
and are responsible for sca ering losses.  e light cones in PMMA and air are
colored in light green and dark green, respectively. We can see that as we include
moretapersegments,theFourierspectrumofthemodepro leconcentratesmore
tightlyaroundtheedgeoftheBrillouinzonekz = π/a,reducingtheenergyofthe
mode within the light cones, thus reducing the sca ering. For comparison, the
spatial spectrum of the guided-mode cavity, shown in black, extends signi cantly
insidetheairandpolymerlightline,indicatinglargesca eringlosses.
Oursystemisverysimilartomicropost(micropillar)opticalmicrocavitiesthat
havebeenextensivelyusedinvertical-cavitysurface-emi inglasers[  ]andsingle
photon sources [  ,   –  ], and more recently proposed in the context of semi-
conductornanowires[  ]. However,thebigadvantageofourapproachthatcom-
binesbo om-upsynthesizednanowireswithtop-downfabricatedphotonic-crys-
  Figure 3.1.5: Fourier transform of Eφ along wire axis. k-space zones within
the light line are shown in green (light green within PMMA light line, dark
green within air light line).
tals (only electron-beam lithography step), is simple fabrication procedure [  ].
ComplicatedepitaxialgrowthofBraggmirror,typicalforconventionalmicropost
cavities, is not required. Our technique is therefore fully compatible with diﬀer-
entnanowiregrowthapproachesincludingsolution-basedsynthesis,vapor-solid-
liquid,etc.
Next, in Fig.  . .  we show how the overall quality factor depends on the
material losses of the cladding (red-square), in the case of the optimized cavity
(Q =  .  ×    ). Refractive index of the cladding is assumed to be of the form
nclad + iκclad, resulting in loss ( /Q) of the form η ×  κclad/nclad, where the co-
eﬃcient η takes into account the overlap between the mode and lossy cladding
(η <  ).  ustheoverallQfactorcanbederivedusingEq. . .
 
Q
=
 
Qlossless
+ η
 κclad
nclad
( . )
UsingFDTDwefoundthatη =  . (Fig. . . ). InthecaseofPMMAcladding,
κclad is smaller than   ×   −  for wavelength of    nm, that is the absorption co-
eﬃcient of PMMA is smaller than α =  . mm−  [  ]. As shown in Fig.  . . ,
  Figure 3.1.6: Quality factor (red-square) as a function of imaginary part of
refractive index (κ). The Q value with lossless cladding is indicated in black
line. The dash lines represent estimation of Q using Eq. 3.3, while η =  : 
(blue) and   (magenta), respectively.
this loss results in small reduction of overall quality factor from Q =   ×     to
Q =   ×    . ItisimportanttonotethatabsorptioncoeﬃcientofPMMAiseven
smaller (almost an order of magnitude) at red, near-infrared and telecom wave-
lengths (with the exception of two bands around     nm and     nm [  ]) and
therefore even higher quality factors can be obtained with nanowires emi ing at
theselongerwavelengths.
Depending on the crystal structure of the nanowire material and the preferred
growthdirection, thenanowirecross-sectioncanbetriangular, square,hexagonal
andsoon. Hereweconsidernanowireswithhexagonalcross-sectionembeddedin
our  D PhC cavity [Fig.  . . (a)]. First, the waveguide mode [Fig.  . . (b)] and
eﬀective mode index of a nanowire with hexagonal cross-section is found. Next,
the diameter of the equivalent cylindrical nanowire is chosen, so that it supports
the mode with the same eﬀective mode index.  en, a high-Q cavity is designed
for the cylindrical nanowire by taking advantage of radial symmetry and using
the optimization procedure described above.  e same cavity design is then ap-
  pliedtothenanowirewithhexagonalcross-section. Inthiswaytheoptimizationis
doneusing D-FDTDwithradialsymmetry,whichissigni cantlyfasterthanper-
forminga D-FDTDcomputation,whichwouldbenecessaryfornanowireswith
hexagonal cross-section. Using this approach, we designed cavity for a nanowire
with dhex =    nm, using    mirror pairs and   taper segments.  e resonance at
λ =    nm had a Q =  .  ×     and V =  .  (λ/n)  [Fig.  . . (c)]. Further
optimizationofthestructureusing DFDTDcouldresultinevenhigherQvalues.
Figure 3.1.7: (a) Schematic of hexagonal cross-section nanowire embedded
in air/PMMA grating. (b) Mode proﬁle of Ex component of hexagonal cross-
section nanowire embedded in PMMA cladding. (c) Mode proﬁle of cavity
modes (Ex component) with   taper segments and    mirror pairs.
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As  rst noted byPurcell [  ], the emissionrate of a radiating dipole canbe mod-
i ed by placing the dipole inside an optical cavity.  e enhancement of the ra-
diative emission rate into the cavity mode, when compared to the spontaneous
emission rate without the cavity, can be described by the Purcell factor where V
is mode volume of the cavity and εM is the dielectric constant at the  eld inten-
sity maximum point. If F  ≫  , the dipole will emit much faster into the cavity
thanintofreespace.  isincreaseintheradiativerecombinationrateisbene cial
forthereductionofnanowirelasersthreshold,andcouldresultintherealizationof
  threshold-lesslasers[  ]. Inthecaseofasingle-photonsourcebasedonaQDem-
beddedwithinthesemiconductornanowire,thelargePurcellfactormeansahigh
photon-productionrateandasmallerprobabilityfornonradiativerecombination.
Moreover, photons are preferentially emi ed into the well-de ned cavity modes
andthuscaneasilybecoupledout,usingforexampleproximalopticalwaveguides,
thereby increasing the overall collection eﬃciency of generated photons. In our
systemwe ndthatPurcellfactor(F = F /nwire)canbeashighas .  ×     when
 -segmenttaperisusedwithmateriallossesconsidered. Itdropsto .  ×     and
 .  ×     when four and two taper segments are used, respectively. Large Pur-
cell factor is due to the ultra-high Q and very small V in our cavity.  e cavity
mayevenenterthestrong-couplingregimeoflight-ma erinteraction[  ,  ],in
whichcoherentexchangeofenergybetweenphotontrappedinthecavityandexci-
tontrappedintheQDexists.  ishappenswhencavity elddecayrateκ = ω/ Q
and exciton decay rate γ (exciton loss due to the emission into non-cavity modes
andnon-radiativerecombinationchannels)aresmallerthanexciton-photoncou-
pling parameter g [  ,   ]. For the cavity de ned precisely around the quantum
dot positioned in the center of the nanowire (at the electric  eld maximum), and
transition dipole moment aligned with the electric  eld dipole, the coupling pa-
rametercanbeexpressedasg = Γ
√
V / V,wheregistheRabifrequencyofthe
systemonresonanceandV  = ( c λ
 ε )/( πΓεM). Here Γ = nwireω μ / πε ~c 
is the spontaneous emission rate in the material. Assuming radiative life time of
exciton without cavity to be   ns, that is its radiative rate of Γ =  . GHz we get
coupling parameter g =    GHz. Typical values for non-radiative decay rates of
excitonsarebellowthisvalue[  ],andthereforethelimitingfactorforstrong-cou-
pling regime is cavity  eld decay rate.  erefore, we conclude that in our system,
g > κ,γ when Q >     (κ <    GHz), and the system is well into the strong
couplingregimeevenwhenonlythreetapersegmentsareused.
Finally,wenotethatthemostpromisingmaterialsystemsusedforrealizationof
heterostructure QDs within nanowires are based on semiconductors with refrac-
tiveindexlargerthannwire ≈  . [  –  ]. Forexample,inRef. [  ],thenanowire
isbasedonGaPplatformwithnwire =  . . Ourhybridnanowire- DPhCplatform
  isgeneral,andwecon rmedthatitcanbeusedtorealizecavitieswithhighQand
smallVwiththesenanowireswithlargerrefractiveindex.
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Designofanultra-highQopticalnanocavityconsistingofasemiconductornanowire
embedded in  D photonic crystal has been demonstrated.  e mechanism of ef-
fectively suppressing cavity losses has been theoretically analyzed, and a cavity
withQ =  ×   andmodevolumesmallerthan . (λ/n) hasbeendesigned. Ul-
tra-high Purcell factor, and operation in the strong-coupling regime are predicted
in the proposed platform. High Q/V cavities based on nanowireswith hexagonal
cross-section have also been designed. Our system is similar to micropost (mi-
cropillar)opticalresonatorsthathavebeenusedinvertical-cavitysurface-emi ing
lasers and singlephoton sources. However, our approach requiressimple fabrica-
tion procedure that combines bo om-up nanowire synthesis with top-down sin-
gle-stepe-beamlithography.
 .  U        -Q/V                   
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Micropillaropticalcavities,typicallyusedinlow-thresholdvertical-cavitysurface-
emi inglasers(VCSELs)[  –  ],haverecentlya ractedconsiderablea ention
as a promising platform for solid-state implementations of cavity quantum elec-
trodynamics(cQED)experiments[  ,  ].  eseapplicationsbene tfromlarge
quality factor (Q) that can be obtained in micropillar cavities, which in turn re-
sults in a long photon life time κ = ω/ Q (ω is the radial frequency of the cav-
ity mode). For example, high-Q micropillar cavities (Q ∼    ,   ) have been
demonstrated recently for large diameter (d =  ”μm) pillars, resulting in a rel-
atively large mode volume [V >   (λ/n) ] [  ]. However, for applications in
cQED, coupling between an emi er and a photon localized in the cavity requires
a large Rabi frequency g that is proportional to  /
√
(V). In order to decrease the
  mode volume, it is necessary to decrease the pillar diameter and thereby improve
the radial con nement of light. However, this can lead to a signi cant reduction
in the Q factor in the traditional micropillar designs [  ], and the best Q factors
reported in the case of sub-micron diameter micropillars have been theoretically
limitedtoapproximately ,   [  ].
In this section, we theoretically demonstrate sub-micron diameter micropillar
cavitieswithanultra-highQ/Vthatisthreeordersofmagnitudelargerthanprevi-
ouslyreported.  isisachievedbysimultaneouslyincreasingtheQ(Q ∼  ×   )
and reducing the mode volume [V ∼  . (λ/n) ], using a bandgap tapering
methoddevelopedrecentlyin Dphotoniccrystalstructures[  ,  ]. Whilethe
proposedapproachisgeneralandcanbeappliedtoarangeofmaterialsystemsand
applications, ourcavitiesaredesignedtooperateat   nmwavelengthandthere-
fore are suitable for coupling to nitrogen-vacancy (NV) color centers embedded
withindiamondnanocrystalspositionedatthemiddleofthecavity. NVcolorcen-
ters have recently a racted signi cant a ention as promising quantum emi ers
[  ]. NVs emission is broad band (   nm-   nm) with stable zero-phonon line
at   nmvisibleevenatroomtemperature.
 . .  D     
OurmicropillarisbasedontwodistributedBraggmirrors(DBR)thatconsistsof
TiO  (nTiO  =  . ) and SiO  (nSiO  =  . ) alternating layers, and a TiO  spacer
ofthicknessssandwichedbetweenthem[Fig. . . (a)].  emicropillarcavityQ
isinverselyproportionaltothecavitylossesthatinturncanbeseparatedintotwo
components: thetransmissionlossesduetothe nitelengthoftheDBRs,andthe
sca eringlossesatthespacer/mirrorinterfaces.  eformercanbeminimized(for
a given number of TiO /SiO  pairs) using a ”quarter stack” DBR that consists of
TiO /SiO  layers with thickness λ/ neff, where λ =    nm.  is also maximizes
lightcon nementalongthepillaraxis,resultinginaminimizedmodevolume. For
example,inthecaseofamicropillarwithdiameterd =    nm,thethicknessesof
TiO  and SiO  layers in DBR are   . nm and    . nm, respectively, resulting in
  Figure 3.2.1: (a) Traditional design of micropillar cavities and (b) modiﬁed
design where the center segment is substituted by titania/silica pairs. The
lateral mode proﬁle of Er component for cavity mode and evanescent Bloch
mode that exists inside DBRs are shown on the right of the cavity layout. Im-
proved mode-matching can be seen in (b).
total DBR periodicity of a =    nm. Next, the thickness of the spacer is chosen
(s =    nm) in order to position the cavity resonance at    nm, and the quality
factor (Q) of such cavity is obtained using  nite-diﬀerence time-domain method
(FDTD). We  nd Q ∼     which is consistent with previous reports [  ].  e
low Q is a ributed to sca ering losses arising from the mode pro le mismatch
between the localized cavity mode and evanescent Bloch mode inside the DBRs
[  ]. Fig. . . (a)illustratesthepro lemismatchforEr component. Tosuppress
thismodemismatchandtheresultingsca eringlosses,weusethemodematching
technique previously developed for  D photonic crystal cavities [  ]. We substi-
tute the uniform center segment with a single TiO /SiO  pair with the same as-
pect ratio as in the DBR but a smaller thickness w. When w =  .  a, the cavity
resonates at λ =    nm with Q =  ,   , a   -fold improvement over the con-
ventionaldesign.
In order to increase the Q factor further, we incorporate more TiO /SiO  seg-
ments with varying the thicknesses wi (i is the segment number).  is can also
  Figure 3.2.2: (a) Schematic of a  -taper-segment micropillar cavity. (b)(c)
Electric ﬁeld density proﬁle of the ﬁrst and second order mode, respectively.
(d) Electric ﬁeld density proﬁle of the third order mode of the   -taper-seg-
ment micropillar cavity. (e) Mode diagram as a function of taper segment
number.
be seen as a ”tapered DBR” approach, where each taper section further reduces
the mode mismatch in order to suppress the sca ering losses. In Fig.  . . (a), we
use taperedsegmentsand  DBRpairsateachside. Inordertosettheresonat-
ing wavelength at    nm, the thickness of each taper segment is precisely tuned
to w  =    . nm, w  =    . nm, w  =    . nm, and w  =    . nm.  e re-
sulting mode has a Q factor of    ,    and a mode volume of  .  (λ/n) , which
represents at least three orders of magnitude enhancement of Q/V compared to
anypreviousmicropillardesigns. AsshowninFig. . . (b),thishigh-Qmodehas
an anti-node at the central TiO  segment and therefore is ideally suited for cou-
pling to quantum emi ers, such as an NV center in diamond or a semiconduc-
tor nanocrystal, embedded within this layer. We also  nd a second-order cavity
  mode [Fig.  . . (c)] at wavelength of    nm with a respectable Q =    ,   .
 eQfactorofthefundamentalmodecanbeenhancedbyincreasingthetapering
process. For instance, we obtain Q =  ,   ,    and V =  .  (λ/n)  with   
taper segments. However, increasing the cavity length pulls higher-order modes
fromthedielectricbandintothebandgap,asshowninFig. . . (d)and(e).  ese
higherordermodescanpotentiallycoupletotheemi erplacedatthecenterofthe
cavityandtheresultingmulti-modecavityisnotdesirable.  ereforefromhereon,
weonlyconsider -taper-segmentcavities,whichlimitsourQto   ,   .
Figure 3.2.3: (a) Mode volume as a function of micropillar diameter. Here
all the modes are ﬁrst-order HE   modes resonating at    nm. (b) Lateral
electric ﬁeld density proﬁles of HE   (λ =    nm), TE   (λ =    nm) and
TM   (λ =    nm) cavity modes.
Next, we optimizethe diameter of our micropillarcavity to minimize its mode
volume. It can be seen in Fig.  . . (a) that the smallest mode volume is obtained
at d =    nm. For d <    nm, V increases due to the reduced con nement
in the axial direction: the eﬀective impedance contrast between TiO  and SiO 
is reduced for small diameters, and therefore the width of the bandgap decreases,
resultingindeeperpenetrationofthecavitymodeintotheDBRs,thusincreasing
  V. For d >    nm, however, the mode is almost completely con ned within the
pillar and the neff of each segment approach the refractive index of the material.
 erefore, the width of the bandgap remains approximately constant as the pillar
diameter increases and the axial con nement remains the same. However, V in-
creases due to the larger mode cross-section (radial con nement increases).  e
trade-oﬀbetweenradialandaxialcon nementresultsinanoptimizeddiameterof
d =    nm. For the  -taper-segment cavity, we also  nd the cavity modes with
TE   andTM   pro lesatwavelengthsof   nmand   nm,respectively. Bothof
these modes peak at the central TiO  segment. However, the lateral electric  eld
density pro les shown in Fig.  . . (b) indicate that these modes have a node at
the center of the micropillar and therefore will not couple eﬃciently to the nano-
emi er placed at the center. Moreover, these modes are detuned from the emis-
sionspectrumofanNVcenterandthereforearenotofinterest. Itisalsoimportant
tonotethatifthepillardiameterincreasesfurther,additionalhigher-ordermodes,
withthesameazimuthalorderasHE   (e.g. EH  ),areallowed.  esemodescan
couple to the fundamental HE   cavity mode and thus introduce additional loss
mechanism[  ],andreducetheQfactorofthefundamentalcavitymode.
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Inconclusion, we have demonstrated that highQuality factor micropillar cavities
can be realized with sub-micron diameter pillars. We have engineered the cavi-
ties with a record low mode volume of V =  .  (λ/n)  and a Quality factor
of    ,   . We expect, however, that realistic fabricated structures will have re-
duced quality factors due to fabrication-related imperfections, including surface
roughness,slantedwallsandmaterialabsorption. Onepossibleapproachtoover-
cometheseproblemsisbasedonoxide-aperturedesign[  ]. Wepredictedthatby
embedding a diamond nanocrystal with an NV color center at the middle of the
cavity, the strong coupling limit of light-ma er interaction can be achieved. Our
method can be easily adapted to diﬀerent material systems and enable realization
ofanultra-highQ/VcavityinAlAs/GaAsplatformsuitableforrealizationoflow-
  thresholdVCSELs,forexample.
  4
Photoniccryﬆallasers
 .  I           
Photonic crystal (PhC) [  ,   ], material with a periodic variation of refractive
index, is a versatile platform for manipulating the propagation, re ection and re-
fraction of light. Speci cally, light can be localized within the photonic bandgap
(PBG), where the propagation of light is prohibited via Bragg Sca ering.  is is
of great interest for realization of functional optical devices including nanocavi-
ties and waveguides. Empowered by numerical simulation methods, such as the
 nite-diﬀerence time-domain (FDTD) and the  nite element method (FEM),
and state-of-the-art nano-fabrication techniques (e-beam lithography, reactive-
ion etching, scanning electron microscopy, etc.), photonic crystal cavities can be
designed and fabricated with ultra-high Quality factors (Q) of over a million and
smallmodevolumes(V)closetothediﬀractionlimit[∼ (λ/ n) ]. Currenttech-
  nologiesenableproductionofone-dimensional( D)[  ,  ,  ]andtwo-dimen-
sional ( D) [  ,   ,   –   ] PhC cavities with high integration capacity on a
semiconductor chip. High-quality three-dimensional ( D) photonic crystal cav-
ities have also been demonstrated [   ], yet scalable productions of  D-PhC de-
vicesstillremainschallenging.
Photonic crystal lasers (PhCLs) are lasers that utilize photonic crystal cavities
to achieve the optical feedback.  e history of developing lasers con ned with
photonicbandgapcanbetracedbacktothevertical-cavitysurface-emi inglasers
(VCSELs) [   ], where distributed Bragg re ectors (DBRs) are used to con ne
light in the vertical direction: in fact, the concept of Bragg re ector can be seen
asanone-dimensionalphotoniccrystal. Ontheotherhand,typicalVCSELshave
theirdevicediametersordersofmagnitudelargerthantheoperatingwavelengths,
resultinginweakphotoncon nementinthelateraldirectionsandcorrespondingly
alargemodevolume.
Figure 4.1.1: (a) Schematic diagram of the ﬁrst reported PhC laser [106]. It
is based on a 2D-PhC suspended membrane that contains four as-grown semi-
conductor QWs. (b)(c) Schematic diagram and scanning electron micrograph
of the ﬁrst electrically-injected PhC laser [107].
   e  rst claimed photonic crystal laser was demonstrated in Axel Scherer’s
group at Caltech in year      [   ] using a  D-PhC slab cavity. In this work, a
suspended InGaAsP membrane perforated with a  D triangular la ice of holes
was used to localize a cavity mode within mode volume V ∼  .  (λ/n)  using
DBRinthelateraldirections,andtotalinternalre ection(TIR)intheverticaldi-
rection, as shown in Fig.  . . (a).  e suspended slab contained four as-grown
quantum wells that provided the optical gain at telecommunication wavelength
(∼     nm).  e laser was pumped optically, using a pump laser operating at
lower wavelength (   nm). Furthermore, the pumped laser was pulsed with  %
duty cycle and the substrate was cooled to    K to avoid excessive heating of the
device. Owing to their planar nature, large arrays of PhCLs can be easily fab-
ricated and lithographically tuned to operate at diﬀerent wavelengths.  is is a
clear advantage over VCSELs, for example, which require epitaxial growth of a
large number of Bragg-mirror layers using metal-organic chemical vapor deposi-
tion(MOCVD)ormolecularbeamepitaxy(MBE).
Following this  rst demonstration, the PhCL operating at room temperature
with continuous wave (CW) optical excitation was demonstrated by the Lee
group at  IST in year      [   ]. In this work, a  D photonic crystal slab con-
taining semiconductor QWs was fabricated on a low-index Al O  substrate to fa-
cilitate heat dissipation.  e same group at  IST later demonstrated the  rst
electrically-driven PhCL in year      [   ].  e main diﬃculty associated with
realization of electrically-driven PhCL was placement of electrodes close to the
cavitytoenableeﬃcientcarrierinjectionwithoutinducinglargeopticallossesdue
tometalabsorptionwhichcansigni cantlyreducethecavityQandbedetrimen-
talforthelaserperformance. Intheirwork,the ISTgroupsolvedtheproblem
by leaving a small post at the center of the cavity supporting the  D PhC slab, as
shown in Fig.  . . (b) and (c).  e post acts as an electronic wire that delivers
carriersdirectlyinthecenterofthecavitywithoutdegradingtheQsigni cantly.
Owingtotheirplanarnature,PhCLscaneasilybeintegratedwithpassiveopti-
cal components.  ere are two main approaches demonstrated so far.  e  rst
  Figure 4.1.2: (a)(b) Schematic diagram and scanning electron (SEM) micro-
graph of the buried heterostructure PhCL. The active region is embedded in
an InP layer [109]. (c)(d) Schematic diagram and SEM of the PhCL bonded
on silicon-on-insulator wafer [110].
is based on the so-called buried heterostructure [   ]: the as-grown InGaAsP
quantum wells are  rst pa erned into a quantum box and a passive InP layer is
then re-grown on top of them, and the sample is planarized.  e  D-PhC cav-
ity is then de ned using e-beam lithography so that it spatially overlaps with the
quantumwells. Anopticalwaveguideisalsorealizedinthesamelithographystep
to enable eﬃcient in-coupling of pump light and out-coupling of generated laser
signal,asshownFig. . . (a)and(b).  iscompactstructurenotonlygreatlyim-
provesthepumpingandcollectioneﬃciencythroughdirectwaveguidecoupling,
but also avoids the excessive heating.  e second example makes use of planaris-
ingBCBpolymertobondIII-Vactivematerialsontoasilicon-on-insulator(SOI)
wafer[   ].  eprocessstartsbyde ninganopticalwaveguideinthedevicelayer
of SOI, followed by planarization of the SOI wafer and bonding with III-V mate-
rial. A erthebonding,thePhCLsisfabricatedintheactivematerial,ontopofthe
Siwaveguide. Inthisway,PhCcavityisevanescentlycoupledtothesiliconwaveg-
  uide, as shown in Fig.  . . (c) and (d), which facilitates in-and out-coupling of
light.  is approach has reduced coupling eﬃciency than the  rst, direct waveg-
uidecoupling,method,butinturnenablesPhCLintegrationwithsiliconphoton-
ics.
 eadvantagesofphotoniccrystallasersgowellbeyondtheirsmallfootprints
andintegrationcapacity.  emostprominentadvantageofPhCLsisthattheyre-
quire low threshold powers, mostly a ributed to their small mode volumes and
highQualityfactors. Opticalpumpingthresholdshavebeenreportedtobeonthe
order of one microwa  for semiconductor quantum well lasers [   ,    ] and as
lowastensofnanowa sforsemiconductorquantumdot(QD)lasers[   ,   ].
In the case of electrical pumping, threshold currents as low as    nA have been
reported, which is orders of magnitude smaller than other laser devices [   ].
In fact, theory predicts that threshold-less lasing is achievable in an ideal single-
modePhCcavityfabricatedinperfect Dphotoniccrystalwithomni-directional
bandgap. In this case, radiative emission coupled to all non-lasing optical modes
isprohibited[   ,   ]. AdetailedtheoreticalanalysisoflasingthresholdsofPh-
CLsispresentedinthenextsection.
Inadditiontolowthresholds,PhClaserscanalsobedrivenwithahighmodula-
tionspeed: thehighQ/VratioofPhCcavitiesresultincavityPurcelleﬀect,which
extensively reduces the radiative lifetime of carriers [   ]. A modulation speed
thatexceeds   GHzhasbeendemonstratedbasedona DPhClaser[   ].  is
featureisespeciallyimportantforinformationprocessingapplications. Moreover,
thedesign exibilityofPhCcavitiesallowstailoringthelasers’polarizations[   ]
andfar- eldpa erns[   ]. Finally,thewavelengthofPhCLscanbecontrollably
tuned,byemployingopto-mechaniceﬀects[   ]orliquidcrystals[   ].
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Ithasbeen rstpredictedbyYamamotoetal. thatahighspontaneousemissionfac-
tor(β),de nedasthefractionofspontaneousemissionthatcouplestothelasing
mode, is responsible for decreasing the lasing threshold [   ]. In the ideal sce-
  nario where the emi er does not suﬀer from non-radiative decay, a system with
a β =   can achieve a fascinating eﬀect: threshold-less lasing.  is limit of β
equalsunitycanbeachievedusingtwovarydiﬀerentapproaches,(i)byincreasing
the rate of spontaneous emission into the lasing mode, or (ii) by suppressing the
spontaneous emission into all other non-lasing modes. Both approaches will be
discussedinthiswork.
In conventional semiconductor lasers based on Fabry-Perot cavities for exam-
ple, β <  .    due to a large number of cavity modes that are supported by the
largecavity[   ,   ]. Largerβfactorscanbeachievedinmicrodisklasersdueto
larger free-spectral range (FSR) of this geometry. For instance, for a small  μ m-
diametermicrodisklasingat .  μmwavelength,βfactorashighas∼  . wasmea-
sured [   ]. In contrast, as we will see, PhC cavity can be designed to have very
few(oronlyone)cavitymodeslocalizedwithinthephotonicbandgap.  isexten-
sivelydecreasesthenumberofnon-lasingmodescoupledtothegainmediumand
increases β factor. Furthermore,PhCbandgapcandecreasetheopticaldensityof
stateswithinthegainspectrum,thereforereducingthecouplingtootherradiative
modes.
 . .  P                β      
First consider a basic model: a quantum emi er coupled with a single optical
mode through cavity-induced interaction. Predicted by Purcell [   ], the radia-
tive lifetime of a quantum emi er located within a cavity can be altered.  e
dipole-cavitycoupledsystemcanbedescribedusingtheJaynes-CummingsHamil-
tonian[   ],
^ H = ~ω^ σz + ~ω(^ a
+^ a +
 
 
) + i~g(^ σ−^ a
+ + ^ σ+^ a) ( . )
wherethe rstandsecondtermrepresentthedipoleandphotonenergyrespec-
tively, and the third term represents the coupled energy between the dipole and
thephoton. gistheRabifrequency. Twodecaychannelscaninducedecoherence
tothesystem: emi er’snon-radiativedecay(γ)andphoton’scavityloss(κ).  e
  eigen-frequenciesofthesystemcanbederivedas
ω± =
ωc + ωe
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Tosimplifytheanalysis,onecanmaketheassumptionthatthereisnofrequency
detuning between the emi er and the cavity (δω =  ), and the loss rate induced
bythecavityovertakesthelossoftheemi er(γ ≪ κ).  eninthestrongdamp-
inglimit(g ≪ κ),theemi erlossratecanbeevaluatedas
Γsp =  Im{ω+} =
 g 
κ
( . )
whereg  isinverselyproportionaltoV,andκ isinverselyproportionaltoQ.
Twomoreassumptionsaremade: (i)theemi erislocatedattheopticalmode’s
 eldmaximum,and(ii)thedipole’soscillatingdirectionisco-directionalwiththe
electric  eld.  e Purcell factor can now be deduced by comparing Eq.  .  to the
spontaneousemissionrateofanemi erinahomogeneousmediumwithrefractive
indexnref.
F =
Γsp
Γsp;free
=
 
 π 
Q
V/(λ/nref)  ( . )
Notethatalltheforegoingderivationsareundertheassumptionthat(γ ≪ κ).
However,formostsolid-stateemi ers(bulksemiconductor,semiconductorQWs,
etc.),non-radiativeintrabandtransitionisconsiderableatroomtemperature. For
instance,theInGaAsPQWshaveahomogeneousbroadeningof∼  . nmatroom
temperature[   ].  erefore,forhigh-QcavitywithQfactorlargerthan    ,the
cavitymodelinewidthismuchnarrowerthantheelectrictransitionspectrum.  e
Purcellfactorshouldthusbemodi edtothemoregeneralexpression:
F =
Γsp
Γsp;free
=
 
 π 
λ
ΔλM
 
V/(λ/nref)  ( . )
where ΔλM = max{Δλe,Δλc}.
Eq. . appliestoallmodelswheretheemi eriscoupledtoasinglecavitymode.
  Inreality,morethanoneopticalmodecaninteractwiththeemi er. Forinstance,
consideringanideal Dphotongasmodel,wherethephotoniscon nedbymetal-
lic boundaries in all the three dimensions, the frequency spacing between two
neighboringmodesiscalculatedas,
ΔωFSR =
 π c 
n
 
refVω  ( . )
Suppose the emi er spectrally overlaps with one of the cavity modes (mode  
with double degeneracy) at ω, then Eq.  .  is only valid under the single mode
condition when ΔωFSR ≫ Δω. If V is large enough, the mode spacing allows
theemi ertocoupletomultiplemodes,andthealterationratioofthetotalspon-
taneous emission rate (F) should include the sum of all these interactions, i.e.
F
′ =
Γsp
Γsp;free =
∑N− 
i=  Fi. As V approaches in nity, the number of modes within
the broadening ΔωM can be calculated as N = ΔωM
ΔωFSR =  π ΔλM
λ
V
(λ=nref) , and the
totalspontaneousemissionratioF
′ ≈ NF  approachesunity,asexpected[   ].
Foradielectriccavity,inadditiontothediscretecavitymodes,theemi eralso
can couple to a continuum of radiative modes, which cannot be neglected.  us,
Eq. . shouldbecorrectedas
F =
Γsp
Γsp;free
=
N−  ∑
i= 
Fi + ζ ( . )
whereζdenotestheratiooftheemi er’semissionratecoupledtotheseradiative
modeswith respect tothe emission ratein the homogeneousmedium. If mode  
denotesthelasingmode,thespontaneousemissionfactor βcanbeexpressedas
β =
Γsp; 
Γsp
=
F  ∑N− 
i=  Fi + ζ
=
F 
α
( . )
whereαisde nedasα =
∑N− 
i=  Fi+ζ,whichrepresentsthespontaneousemission
coupledtoallthenon-lasingmodes.
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In this subsection, the lasing threshold is analyzed from the laser rate equations
[   ], 
    
    
dN
dt
=
γin~ Fin
V
− ΓG(N)P −
N
τr
−
N
τnr
dP
dt
= ΓG(N)P −
P
τc
+ β
N
τr
( . )
whereNandParethecarrierandphotondensitythatarecon nedinthemode
volume V. ΓG(N)P represents the stimulated emission, where Γ is the con ne-
ment factor and G(N) is the gain coeﬃcient. τr and τnr are the carrier radia-
tive and non-radiative lifetime respectively. τc is the photon’s cavity lifetime. ~ Fin
is the pump  ux (unit: s− ) of either injected carriers or pumped photons, and
~ Fout = P/τout×Visthelasingoutput ux,whereτout isthephoton’sout-coupling
lifetime. De ne γin as the pumping eﬃciency, and γout = τc/τout as the output
couplingeﬃciency. Atsteadystate,Eq. . canbewri enas,

     
     
γin~ Fin
V
= ΓG(N)P + (F  + α)
N
τr;free
+
N
τnr
~ Fout
γoutV
=
P
τc
= ΓG(N)P + F 
N
τr;free
( .  )
SolvingEq. .  leadsto
P = F 
N
τr;free
[
 
τc
− ΓG(N)]
−  ( .  )
ItisevidentfromEq. .  that,atsteadystate,thephotongenerationratefrom
the stimulated emission cannot exceed the photon cavity loss rate. Here de ne
thesaturationcarrierdensity(Ns)thatsatis esthefollowingequation,ΓG(Ns) =
 
τc = ω
Q. AsthecarrierdensityapproachesNs,thephotongainrateapproachesthe
cavitylossrate,andthestimulatedemissiontermovertakesothercontributionsin
  therateequations. Inthissaturationlimit,allthepumpedcarrierspredominantly
recombineandemittothelasingmodethroughstimulatedemission,whichresults
in a diﬀerential internal quantum eﬃciency of unity, or a linear light-in light-out
(L-L)curve. Inclassicallasertheory,thiseﬀectisalsoreferredas”gainclamping”
or ”gain saturation” eﬀect [   ].  e rate equations in the saturation limit can be
modi edto

     
     
γin~ Fin
V
= ΓG(Ns)P + (F  + α)
Ns
τr;free
+
Ns
τnr
~ Fout
γoutV
=
P
τc
= ΓG(Ns)P + F 
Ns
τr;free
( .  )
 e classical lasing threshold is de ned as the pump level of the kink in L-L
curve. FromEq. .  ,theclassicallasingthresholdcanbededucedas
~ Fth;classical = [(
N−  ∑
i= 
Fi + ζ)
Ns
τr;free
+
Ns
τnr
]V/γin ( .  )
From Eq.  .  , it is evident that the lasing threshold is dependent on multiple
factors: ( ) mode volume: the threshold scales linearly with mode volume; ( )
saturation carrier density: Ns is inversely proportional to the Q factor. A high-Q
cavity is desired to reduce Ns, though an ultrahigh-Q (∼    ) is not necessary;
( ) coupling to other cavity modes: this term can be eliminated by properly de-
signing a single-mode PhC cavity; ( ) coupling to radiative modes: ideally one
needs an omni-directional PBG, that is a  D-PhC cavity, to eliminate this term
[   ]. However, an incomplete PBG has also been shown to be able to largely
suppress this radiative coupling [   ]; ( ) non-radiative recombination: most of
thenon-radiativerecombinationinaPhCLarisesfromsurfacerecombinationand
Augerrecombination. ForQW-basedPhCLs,Surfacerecombinationisespecially
prominent because of the many perforated holes in PhC structures; and ( ) ex-
ternal pump eﬃciency. From Eq.  .  , it is interesting to notice that, the classical
lasing threshold is independent of the cavity mode’s Purcell factor F , though a
  highF  resultsinalarge βfactor.
It is also important to mention that there is another de nition of the lasing
threshold [   ], which corresponds to the pump level at which the number of
stimulatedemi edphotonsstartstoexceedthenumberofspontaneouslyemi ed
photons. Incontrasttotheclassicalthresholdde nition,thisthresholdisreferred
as”quantumthreshold”. FromEq. .  ,thequantumthresholdcanbededuced,
~ Fth;quantum = [( F  +
N−  ∑
i= 
Fi + ζ)
Ns
τr;free
+
Ns
τnr
]V/γin ( .  )
where Nq satis es ΓG(Nq) =  
 τc = ω
 Q. It has a similar form as Eq.  .  ,
withtheexceptionthatthequantumthresholdincreasesasPurcellfactorincreases.
 is counter-intuitive eﬀect can be explained as follows: at the quantum thresh-
old condition, there are an equal number of photons emi ed by spontaneous as
by stimulated emission.  e Purcell eﬀect accelerates the spontaneous emission
into the cavity mode. In order to reach the threshold condition for lasing in the
presence of this eﬀect, it is thus necessary to also increase the rate of stimulated
emission.
Toconclude,theultimatelow-thresholdlaserrequiresacavitywithsmallmode
volume, relatively high Q factor, single-mode operation, and high pumping eﬃ-
ciency. PhC cavities, with their  exibility in engineering the photonic band, oﬀer
thepossibilitytoapproachthisultimategoal.
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Photonic crystal nanobeam cavity is a type of  D-PhC cavities. It is based on a
ridge dielectric waveguide, with an array of perforated holes on top that form a
PBGmirror[   ]. Photoniccrystalnanobeamlasers[   –   ]recentlyhaveat-
tractedalotofinterestsbecausetheycanachievehighQ/Vfactorswhileoccupy-
ingsmallerfootprintsthan D-PhC[   ,   ]and D-PhClasers[   ]. Further-
more,nanobeamcavitiescanbedesignedtohavenomodedegeneracy,compared
  withotherdesigns[   ,   ,   ].  isiscrucialfornanolaserstooperateinthe
single-moderegime,whichisthekeytoachievingalargeβfactorandthereduction
oflasingthreshold.
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 erearemanypromisingwaystorealizeananobeamphotoniccrystallaser.  e
onedescribedherefeaturessemiconductorquantumwells(QWs)la ice-matched
to an InP wafer.  e QWs provide the optical gain.  ey contain four  nm-thick
compressively-strained In :  Ga :  As layers, which are sandwiched in a    nm
thick In :  (Al : Ga : ) :  As slab. Below the semiconductor QW slab, there is a
 μm thick InP sacri cial layer for selective wet etching. All the layers are grown
withmetal-organicchemical-vapordeposition(MOCVD)techniquetominimize
thecrystallinedefects[   ].
Figure 4.3.1: Layout of the material system of the semiconductor QWs sam-
ple used to realize nanobeam laser. The energy band of the semiconductor
QWs are sketched on the right hand side.
 e ratio of III-V components in the semiconductor QWs results in a  .  %
in-plane compressive strain while satisfying the la ice-matching condition.  is
compressive strain shi s the heavy-hole (HH) state to lie on top of the light-hole
(LH) state, which leads to a dominantly TE-polarized gain.  e TE-polarized
modes favor vertical light emissions compared to the TM-polarized modes, and
therefore are more suitable for surface-emi ing lasers. Fig.  . . (b) shows the
photoluminescence(PL) spectrum of the sample.  e emission spectrum ranges
  Figure 4.3.2: (a) Energy band diagram of electrons, light holes (LH) and
heavy holes (HH) bands of the semiconductor QWs. (b) The PL emission
spectrum of the quaternary QWs peaks at about  :  μm.
from .  μmto .  μm,andpeaksat .  μm.
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 e photonic crystal nanobeam design is based on a suspended ridge waveguide
withanarrayofidenticalholes,whichformsaPBGmirror.  erefractiveindexof
thedielectricis . (theindexofInAlGaAs/InGaAsQWsat .  μm).  eridgeis
   nm wide and    nm thick, the periodicity of the holes is a =    nm, and the
hole’sradiusissettober =  . atooptimizethebandgap.
Figure 4.3.3: Layout of the photonic crystal nanobeam cavity design.
Introducingala icegradingtotheperiodicstructurecreatesalocalizedpoten-
  tialforthefundamentalTE-polarizedmode. Tooptimizethemode’sQfactor,the
bandgap-tapering technique [  ,    ] is employed for suppressing the sca ering
lossesthattakeplaceattheinterfacebetweenthecavitysectionandthemirrorsec-
tion[  ].  isdesigncontainsafour-segmenttaperedsectionwithholesR  −R 
and a   -segment mirror section at each side of the cavity, as shown in Fig.  . . .
Twodegreesoffreedomareavailabletomodifyeachtaperedsegment: thewidth
wk and the radius rk. We keep the ratio rk/wk  xed at each segment and imple-
ment a linear interpolation of the grating constant  π/wk. When the central seg-
ment w  is set to  .  a, a cavity mode is obtained to resonate at  .  μm with an
ultrahighQfactorabove ,   ,   ,andaverysmallmodevolumeof .  (λ/n) 
[Fig. . . (a)].  eultrahighQfactorscanalsobeexplainedbylookingatthemo-
mentum space of the cavity mode. Fig.  . . (b) and (c) demonstrate the spatial
Fourier transformation (FT) of the electric  eld components Ex and Ez in the xz
plane(y =  ),withthelightconeindicatedbythewhitecircle. Itcanbeseenthat
bothmodes’FouriercomponentsarelocalizedtightlyatthebandedgeoftheBril-
louin zoneon the kz axis: kz = π/a.  is minimizesthe amountof mode energy
withinthelightconethatisresponsibleforsca eringlosses[  ].
In addition to this fundamental mode, the cavity supports another mode at a
longer wavelength  .  μm with a larger mode volume of  .  (λ/n) .  is is an
extended mode with a node at the center of the cavity, as shown in Fig.  . . (d).
 is mode resonates at a wavelength outside the gain spectrum of the quantum
wells,andthereforedoesnotaﬀectthesingle-modeoperationofourlaser.
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 e nanobeam pa ern is de ned using a negative e-beam lithography resist [Hy-
drogen Silsesquioxane (HSQ)].  e e-beam resist is spun on the surface with a
spinning speed of     rpm resulting in a thickness of ∼     −    nm.  e re-
sist is subsequently cross-linked using a STS Elionix ELS-     e-beam writer at
anaccelerationvoltageof   kVandabeamcurrentof   pA.
Next,thepa ernistransferredtothesubstratewithinductivelycoupledplasma
  Figure 4.3.4: (a) Mode proﬁle of the fundamental cavity mode of the
nanobeam laser. (b)(c) Spatial Fourier transform of the electric ﬁeld com-
ponent Ex and Ez at y =   plane. (d) Mode proﬁle of the second-order mode,
resonating at a higher wavelength, outside the gain spectrum.
reactive ion etching (ICP-RIE) using BCl /CH /Ar/HBr chemistry at    oC.
 isanisotropicetchingcreatesamesaextendedtothesacri ciallayer. Hydro u-
oricacid(HF)isthenusedtodissolvethee-beamresist. FinallytheInPsacri cial
layer is selectively wet-etched by HCl:H O =   :   solution.  e crystal orien-
tationdependentetchrateisabout    −    nm/sat oC,whichleadstoanetch
time of   s for a completelysuspendednanobeamstructure. Fig.  . .  shows the
scanningelectronmicrographsofanarrayoffabricatednanobeamlasers.  etwo
padsaredesignedtosupportthesuspendedPhCstructures.
  Figure 4.3.5: Scanning electron micrographs of the fabricated photonic crys-
tal nanobeam lasers.
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 edevicesareopticallypumpedatroomtemperatureusinga   nmpulsedlaser
diode.  epulsewidthis  nsata   kHzrepetition rate, whichcorresponds toa
duty cycle of  .  %.  e pump beam is focused to the sample surface via a    X
objective lens, and the emi ed light is collected via the same objective lens and
analyzedusingopticalspectrumanalyzer(OSA),near-infrared(NIR)camera,and
aInGaAsdetector.
Figure 4.3.6: Illustration of the characterization setup.
InFig. . . (a)weshowtheL-L(Light-in,Light-out)curveforoneofthemea-
sureddevices. Itcanbeseenthatthereisnopronouncedkinknearthethreshold.
 is so  turn-on of the laser indicates a large β factor.  e lasing images taken at
diﬀerent pump levels, using the NIR camera, show that the emission spot is well
  con nedtothecenterofthenanobeam,whichunambiguouslyprovesthatthelas-
ingisfromthelocalizeddefectmode. Fig. . . (b)showsthelasingspectrumnear
thethreshold.  espectrumis  edwithaLorentzianfunctionwithafull-width
half-maximum (FWHM) of  .  nm, which corresponds to a Q factor of   ,   .
 eQfactorislikelylimitedbytheresolutionoftheOSAused.
Figure 4.3.7: (a) Laser emitted power as a function of the incident pump
power. The emission proﬁles obtained from the camera at diﬀerent pump lev-
els are shown on the right. (b) The spectrum of the emitted light near the
threshold. (c) Output lasing power as a function of the pump beam position.
The pattern of the nanobeam is superimposed as the background of the pic-
ture. (d) Polarization dependence of the lasing mode.
In addition, Fig.  . . (c) shows the dependence of the output power on the
pump beam position by scanning the sample in xy plane using a piezo-actuated
stagewithaspatialresolutionof nm. Asthepumpbeamismovedawayfromthe
centerofthecavity,thebeamintensitydecreasesrapidlyand nallyvanishes.  is
isafurthercon rmationofemissionfromthelocalizedmodeofthecavityinstead
of extended band-edge emission. Here the pump spot is much bigger than the
cavitymode,sothecavitymodesamplesthepumpbeam.  erefore,Fig. . . (c)
showstheshapeofthepumpspotasopposedtothepro leofthelasingmode.  is
alsoallowsustoevaluatetheeﬀectivepumppower,thatis,theoverlapofthepump
  beamwiththenanobeam,whichisreportedinFig. . . (a). Aneﬀectivethreshold
of   μW is evaluated for this nanobeam laser, whereas the total power threshold
measuredbehindtheobjectivelensis   μW.  ethresholdpowerisevensmaller,
consideringthatnotallthepumppowerincidentontothenanobeamisabsorbed
bythecavity. Finally,Fig. . . (d)showsthepolarizationdependenceofthelaser
emission.  e emission is polarized along x-axis as expected, and exhibits a large
polarizationratioof∼   .
Next,thebehaviorsofthisphotoniccrystalnanobeamlaserisanalyzedby  ing
totherateequationthatissimilartoEq. .  ,

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whereAN,(F +α)BN  andCN  representthecarrierlossratethroughsurface
recombination, radiative recombination and Auger recombination, respectively.
For this nanobeam cavity, ζ is evaluated as  .   through FDTD simulation.  e
lasing mode’s Purcell factor is estimated to be ∼   , with taking into account the
QW’s homogeneous broadening at room temperature and the spatial overlap be-
tweentheactivemediumandtheopticalmode. Forotherparameters,typicalval-
uesforInP-basedquantumwellsatroomtemperatureareapplied[   ].
Fig.  . .  shows the measured L-L in log-log scale along with curves obtained
fromrateequationsfordiﬀerentPurcellfactorsandspontaneousemissionfactors
(β). It can be seen that the experimental data are in excellent agreement with the
theoretical prediction of F  ∼    and β =  .  .  is is in good agreement with
thetheoreticalestimationofPurcellfactor.
  Figure 4.3.8: Log-log plot of the L-L curve (dots), with predictions from the
rate equations using diﬀerent β factors (solid lines).
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PhCLsbasedon D-PhCnanobeamsand D-PhCslabshaveprovedtomakegood
surface-emi er nanolasers with low threshold and high modulation speeds, but
they have a few drawbacks. First, the footprint of the photonic crystal lasers is
limitedbythemultipleperiodicBragglayersusedtocon nethecavitymode. Sec-
ond,mostphotoniccrystalcavitiesrelyonsuspendedsemiconductormembranes
toprovideagoodindexcontrast,whichmakeseﬃcientelectricalinjectionofcar-
riersintothecavitymodediﬃcult. Microdisklasers[   ],ontheotherhand,rely
on whispering gallery mode pinned via total internal re ection to the boundary
of the disk.  ey oﬀer a platform for very compact electrically-driven lasers, with
footprintontheorderofopticalwavelength[   –   ]. However,thewhispering
gallerymode travels throughthe wholecircularedgeof the microdisk, andthere-
fore results in a relatively large mode volume [Fig.  . . (c)]. Furthermore, the
whispering gallery mode does not emit vertically, which makes the collection of
photonsdiﬃcult[   ]. Normallyevanescentcouplingviaatapered berisusedto
collecttheemi edphotonseﬃciently[   ].  ismakesintegrationoflargearrays
  of microdisk lasers problematic. To overcome this, vertically-emi ing microdisk
laserusesasecond-ordermetallicgratingatoptoextractthelightout[   ].
Figure 4.4.1: (a) Schematic of photonic crystal disk laser and (b) fabricated
photonic crystal disk laser. The device can be viewed as a hybrid between (c)
microdisk laser and (d) photonic crystal nanobeam laser with photonic crystal
folded back to minimize the transmission losses.
Inthissection,wedemonstratenanolasersoperatedatroomtemperaturebased
on a novel type of nanocavities, which combines the properties of microdisk and
photoniccrystallasers. Itincorporatesanarrayofholesattheperimeterofthemi-
crodisk,inordertocon nethewhisperinggallerymodeinalimitedangularrange
withinasmallmodevolume.  edesigncanalsobeunderstoodasaphotoniccrys-
tal nanobeam cavity [Fig.  . . (d)] [   –   ] bent into a disk [Fig.  . . (a)]. In
this way, Bragg mirrors at each end of the nanobeam are combined in one curved
Braggmirror.  erefore,thenumberofholescanbedecreasedbecausethetrans-
missionlossesarecycledthroughthedisk,whichreducesthedevicefootprint.
We start our design with a  .  μm diameter,    nm thick microdisk that sup-
ports a resonance of TE ;   mode at     nm. Next, we add    holes with equal
angular spacing around the perimeter of the disk.  is causes the two degener-
ate TE ;   modes, which propagate in clockwise and counter-clockwise direction,
to split into two standing-wave modes: one mode with its  eld concentrated in
the dielectric whereas the other in the hole region, as shown in Fig.  . . (b) and
(c).  ese modes are similar to the modes of microgear cavities [   ]. In anal-
  Figure 4.4.2: (a) Bangedge wavelength as a function of the radius of holes
on photonic crystal disk (black), with the bandgap shaded in bronze. The
green curve shows the corresponding normalized bandgap width. (b)(c) Reso-
nant mode proﬁles at bandedge of Hz component, for dielectric-band (b) and
air-band mode (c), respectively.
ogytophotoniccrystals,thesetwomodescorrespondtothedielectricband-edge
and air band-edge. Between these bandedges, the propagation of TE ;   mode is
forbidden. Inordertomaximizethebandgapwidth,andtherebyoptimizetheaz-
imuthal con nement, we place the center of the holes at electric  eld maximum.
Fig. . . (a)showstheband-edgewavelengthandnormalizedbandgapwidth(ra-
tioofthegapwidthtothemidgapwavelength)asafunctionoftheholeradius. It
canbeseenthatthebandgapismaximizedat  nm,andthecenterofthebandgap
isat∼     nm. Weemphasizethatthebandgapisnotcomplete: therearehigher-
ordermodeswithdiﬀerentradial elddistributionthatmayexistinthewavelength
ofinterest.
Next, we introduce the defect region to the disk, by modifying the hole-to-
hole angular spacing as well as the holes’ radii.  e  nal structure is shown in
Fig. . . (b),wherethereare  identicalholesonthebo omhalfactingasBragg
mirrors,and  taperedholesonthetophalftolocalizethemodewhilesuppress-
ingthesca eringlosses[  ].  ecavitymoderesonatesat    nm,and,without
considering material losses, has a Q factor of  .  ×    , and a modal volume of
 .  (λ/n) .  emodevolumeisonthesameorderofphotoniccrystalnanobeam
cavities[   –   ].
  Figure 4.4.3: (a)(b) Images of photonic crystal disk and microdisk lasers
with diﬀerent scaling factors. (c)(d) Electric ﬁeld density proﬁles of photonic
crystal disk modes. (e) Experimental results of lasing wavelength dependence
on diameter of photonic crystal disks (black-dot and red-dot) and microdisks
(blue-dot and green-dot). The solid curves show the mode wavelength de-
pendence obtained using simulations. (f)(g) Electric ﬁeld density proﬁles of
microdisk modes.
OurcavitiesarefabricatedoncommercialInPsubstrate. A   nmthickIn :  (Al : 
Ga : ) :  Aslayerisepitaxiallygrownatopusingmetal-organicchemicalvaporde-
position. It contains four compressively strained In :  Ga :  As quantum wells,
which support TE-polarized gain covering the wavelength range from     nm to
    nm.  e pa ern is de ned with electron-beam lithography.  e pa ern is
subsequentlytransferredtoIn :  (Al : Ga : ) :  AsslabandInPsubstratewithin-
ductivelycoupledplasmareactiveionetching.  ediskstructureis nallyrealized
by selectively wet etching the mesa with   :   HCl:H O solution [Fig.  . . (a)].
We also fabricate microdisk without perforated holes with the same diameter to
compare the results [Fig.  . . (b)].  e two arrays are scaled linearly in size to
varythecavities’resonantwavelengths.
 e devices are optically pumped at room temperature using a    nm semi-
conductor laser, with   ns pulses and    kHz repetition rate.  e pump beam is
focused to a  μm diameter spot using a    X objective lens.  e eﬀective pump
power is estimated with power measurement a er the objective, while taking in
  account the spatial overlap between the pump beam and the lasing mode.  e
emission beam is collected through the same objective lens from the top, and an-
alyzedwithanInGaAsdetector lteredbyamonochromator.
Forbothphotoniccrystaldisksandmicrodisks, Fig. . . (e)depictsthelasing
wavelength as a function of the diameter of the disk, where modes (c) and (d)
are photonic crystal disk modes, and modes (f) and (g) are microdisk modes. It
showsgoodagreementwithsimulationresultsplo edinsolidlines,whichveri es
thelasingmode(c)isofthedesigneddefectmode. Wenotethatbycontrollingthe
position of the pump spot, lasing from two diﬀerent photonic crystal disk modes
couldbeobtainedinsomestructures[Fig. . . (e)].  enanolaser,however,does
operate in single-mode regime in both cases (only one mode lases at one time).
We also note that the two microdisk lasing modes are not the fundamental TE ;m
modes,butthehigher-orderTE ; ,andTE ;  modes.  esemodeshaveanodeof
electric  eld in the radial direction.  e fundamental modes cannot be collected
fromtop,becauseitemitsinin-planedirections[   ].
Next,westudythepropertiesofthedesignedphotoniccrystaldiskmodefrom
one single device [Fig.  . . (a)]. Fig.  . . (b) shows the lasing power as a func-
tionoftheeﬀectivepumppower(alsoknownasL-Lcurve),incomparisonwitha
microdisklaseremi ingatthesamewavelength.  einjectioneﬃcienciesareesti-
matedtobe .  %and .  %forphotoniccrystaldiskmodeandmicrodiskmode,
respectively. FromFig. . . (b),thephotoniccrystaldisklasershavemuchbe er
extractioneﬃcienciesthanmicrodisklasers. Webelievethatthiseﬃciencycanbe
furtherboostedwithsubtlefar- eldengineeringofphotoniccrystals[   ]. Inset
plotsthespectrumat . timesthethresholdpowerofphotoniccrystaldiskmode,
which shows clear single-mode lasing emission. In Fig.  . . (c) we plot the L-L
curve for the photonic crystal disk laser in log-log scale (black dots), along with
the L-L curves obtained from rate equations for diﬀerent spontaneous emission
factors(β).  eexperimentaldatashowgoodagreementwitha βfactorof .   .
Morethanten-foldreductioninβ-factorofthislasercomparedtonanobeamlaser
[   ] can be a ributed to the existence of higher-order modes. In Fig.  . . (d)
  Figure 4.4.4: (a) Images of fabricated photonic crystal disk from scanning
electron microscope. (b) Light-in light-out curve for photonic crystal disk laser
and microdisk laser, respectively. Inset shows the spectrum of photonic crystal
disk lasers at  : × lasing threshold. (c) Log-log plot of the photonic crystal
disk laser’s L-L curve (black-dots). The solid curves show L-L curves deduced
from rate equations with diﬀerent β factors. (d) Lineshape of the lasing mode
above threshold (red-dot), ﬁtted with a Lorentzian line function (red-solid).
Inset shows the emission proﬁle taken from an infrared camera.
we show the lasing spectrum of the photonic crystal disk lasers slightly above the
lasing threshold ( . ×threshold). It has a full-width half-maximum (FWHM) of
 .  nm, which corresponds to a Quality factor of ∼     .  e Quality factor is
limited by the resolution of the monochromator. Free-carrier absorption is also
known to decrease the Q factor extensively below its passive value [   ]. We
also show the lasing emission pro le of the photonic crystal disk laser in the in-
set of Fig.  . . (d), which is taken from a near-infrared camera. Finally, we note
thatlinewidthnarrowingeﬀectabovethresholdcouldnotbeobserved,duetothe
strongheatingeﬀectsinnanolasers,aspreviouslyreported[   ].
In summary, we have demonstrated a novel type of photonic crystal lasers,
  whichtakesadvantageofbothmicrodiskandphotoniccrystalgeometries,andhas
asmallfootprint,smallmodevolume,andhighextractioneﬃciency.
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Developinganelectricallydrivennanolaseriscriticaltomakingnanolaseracom-
petitive technology. However, most of the nanolasers previously reported were
optically pumped with another laser diode, with few exceptions [   ,    ].  e
big obstacle lies in con guring the electrical contacts to the optical cavity in or-
der to eﬀectively inject carriers into the cavity mode, but the large absorption of
conventional metal or indium tin oxide (ITO) contacts will degrade the cavity’s
Qualityfactordramatically,andpreventthelasingbehavior.
Graphene,theone-atomic-thicklayerofcarbonatomsthatarealignedinahon-
eycombcrystalla ice,ontheotherhand,hasbothhighopticaltransparencyover
visible and infrared wavelengths and high electrical conductivity, and thus is an
ideal material candidate for transparent conducting electrodes. Graphene has al-
ready been applied in devices, such as light emi ing diodes [   ], photovoltaic
cells[   ],andliquidcrystaldisplays[   ]. Inaddition,graphenehasextremely
high mechanical  exibility, and can conform to a pa erned surface over large ar-
eas.  erefore,webelieve,graphenecouldprovideapromisingsolutiontoelectri-
callydrivennanolasers. Inthissection,we rstdemonstratedgraphene-contacted
LEDsbasedonmicrodiskstructures.
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Our graphene is grown on single-crystalline copper foil with chemical vapor de-
position [   ]. A thin layer of PMMA (   -A ) is spun onto the graphene, and
the PMMA/graphene  lm is then released in a copper etchant (FeCl ) bath, and
subsequentlytransferredontothereceivingsubstrateindeionizedwaterenviron-
  Figure 4.5.1: (a) Optical microscopic image of a graphene sheet transferred
on a SiO  substrate. (b) Confocal Raman spectrum of monolayer graphene.
(c) Optical micrograph of a photo-ligrography-patterned graphene after
O  plasma treatment. (d)(e) Confocal Raman mapping of the patterned
graphene. The Raman signal is spectrally integrated at G line and G’ line re-
sepctively. The white square in Fig. 4.5.1(c) indicates the spatial scanning
range.
ment. Finally,thePMMAlayercouldbegentlyremovedwithacetonevapor.
In Fig.  . . (a), we show the optical microscopic image of a graphene sheet
transferred on a SiO  substrate.  e substrate area with graphene atop shows a
slightly diﬀerent color compared to the bare substrate area.  e quality of the
graphene is tested using confocal Raman spectroscopy.  e Raman signal is ob-
tained with a pump laser of λ =    nm focused on the substrate. Fig.  . . (b)
shows the Raman spectrum of the transferred graphene on SiO  substrate, with
two pronounced peaks identi ed as the G band at     cm−  and the G’ band at
    cm− .  elowGtoG’peakintensityratio(∼  . )andthenarrowlinewidth
oftheG’line(∼   cm− )aresignaturesofmonolayergraphene[   ].
 e graphene  lm can be pa erned with lithography and oxygen plasma treat-
ment (   sccm,     wa ,   minute), as shown in Fig.  . . (c). Confocal Raman
mappingofthepa ernedgraphene,demonstratedinFig. . . (d)and(e),veri es
thegrapheneexposedtoO  plasmaisetchedaway.  eRamansignalisspectrally
integratedatGlineandG’linerespectively.  espatialscanningrangeisindicated
  bythewhitesquareinFig. . . (c).
Figure 4.5.2: (a) Optical micrograph of patterned graphene stripe for resis-
tivity measurement. (b) Graphene resistance of various lengths. The width
of the stripe is ﬁxed at    μm. The black dash line shows the linear ﬁtting of
the measured data, resulting in a graphene resistivity of  :  kΩ=square, and a
contact resistance to be  :  kΩ.
Next,wecharacterizetheelectronicpropertiesofthegraphene lm.  ereceiv-
ing substrate is a silicon substrate covered with a    nm thick SU-  photoresist
thatactsastheinsulatinglayer. Inordertomeasuretheresistivityofgraphene,the
grapheneispa ernedintoa   μmwidestripe,asshowninFig. . . (a).  eresis-
tanceofthegraphenestripewhoselengthvariesfrom  μmto   μmismeasured
withpalladium/gold(  nm/   nm)contact. By  ingtheresistancemeasured
withvariouslength/widthratio,asshowninFig. . . ,theresistivityofgraphene
isevaluatedtobe .  kΩ /square,andthecontactresistancetobe .  kΩ.
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Weadoptthesimpleprototypeofmicrodiskstructurestodemonstrategraphene-
contacted light-emi ing devices. Fig.  . . (a)-(d) shows the fabrication proce-
dure of the proposed graphene injected micro-LED.  e heterostructures have
been grown epitaxially on n-doped InP substrates by metalorganic chemical va-
pordeposition,inordertoprovidetheopticalgainofthelaser. Aheavilyp-doped
  InP/InGaAslayercapsthequantumwellstoprovideeﬃcientholeinjection.
First,themicrodiskwitharadiusof . μmisde nedwithnegativeHSQe-beam
resist (Dow Corning Co., XR-    ).  e pa ern is transferred to the substrate
with reactive ion etching.  e etching depth is measured by scanning electron
microscopy to be ∼    nm. Next, a    nm thick SiO  layer and a    nm thick
Ti(  nm) / Au(  nm) / Pd(  nm) metal contact are deposited around the mi-
cropost,toprovidethetopcontactsthatareinsulatedfromthesubstrate.  edis-
tancebetweenthemicrodiskandtheSiO /metalsidewalliskepttobeof − μm.
Atthisdistance,themetaldoesnotaﬀecttheopticalmode. Subsequently,themi-
crodiskis nalizedwithselectivewetetchinginHCl/H O =   :  bathat oCfor
  minutes.  e thin post supporting the microdisk also provides the current path
for electrical injection. Finally, a PMMA/graphene  lm is transferred to the sam-
ple,andpa ernedbye-beamlithographyandoxygenplasma. Fig. . . (e)and(f)
show the scanning electron micrograph and optical micrograph of the microdisk
a er wet etching. Fig.  . . (g) shows the con guration of the  nal sample with
pa ernedgrapheneontop.
We characterize the I-V characteristics of the fabricated microdisk structure.
DC voltage is applied between the Au contact and the bo om of the substrate.
 e I-V curve of the the microdisk structure, as shown in Fig.  . . , is in consis-
tencewiththep-i-ndiode. Wecollectlightemissionfromthemicrodiskwith   X
objectivelens,andmonitorwithanIRcamera.  eemissionimagesareshownin
theinsetofFig. . . .  eturn-onvoltageoftheelectroluminescenceismeasured
at  .  volts, and the intensity of the electroluminescence increases as the voltage
increases.  e edge of the SiO /Au sidewall at the vicinity of the microdisk can
alsobeseenfromlightsca ering.
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Inthischapter,weintroducedthebasicconceptsneededfordevelopmentofpho-
toniccrystallasers. Asillustratedbytherateequationanalysis,PhCcavitiesarean
  Figure 4.5.3: (a) The fabrication procedures of the graphene-injected mi-
crodisk laser. (b)(c) Scanning electron micrographs of the fabricated mi-
crodisk lasers, after wet etching (b), and graphene transfer (c).
ideal platform for the realization of the ultimate low-threshold nano-lasers, since
they can support a single mode operation with a high Quality factor and a small
modevolumeacrossthegainspectrum. Furthermore,thehighQ/Vfactorleadsto
strong cavity Purcell eﬀect, which enables high-speed operation of directly-mod-
ulatedlasers. Twoexamplesofphotoniccrystallasers, whichoperatewithpulsed
opticalpumpingatroomtemperature,arethendemonstrated.  ephotoniccrys-
tal nanobeam laser shows a high spontaneous emission factor of  .   due to its
single-mode nature; the photonic crystal disk laser has a small device footprint
andhighercollectioneﬃciencythanmicrodisklasers.
Duringthelastdecadewewitnessedrapidprogressinthedevelopmentofpho-
tonic crystal lasers: the reduced lasing threshold a ributed to its PhC cavity’s
smallmodevolumeandhighQfactor[   ,   ]andthenano-scalefootprint,the
  Figure 4.5.4: I-V characteristics of a microdisk device. Inset shows the emis-
sion image taken from an IR camera.
boosted modulation speed resulting from Purcell eﬀect [   ,    ], the control-
lablelaserpolarizations[   ],thewavelengthtunabilityintegratedwithoptome-
chanics[   ],andsoforth. Extensiveresearchhasrevealedinterestingunderlying
physics,includingthestrongcouplinglimitofcavityQED[   ],andhasalsoin-
spiredapplicationssuchasthoseinbio-chemicalsensing[   ].
Nevertheless,severalchallengesstillremaintobesolved. First,thecurrentstate-
of-the-art technologies cannot produce photoniccrystal lasers that operateat the
designed wavelength, due to fabrication imperfections.  is is especially impor-
tantwhenthegainmediumconsistsofquantumemi erswithaverynarrowgain
spectrum (semiconductor QD, for instance). Second, while a couple of electri-
cally driven PhCLs have been reported so far [   ,    ], the reliable production
of the large-scale electrically pumped PhCL array calls for more research eﬀorts.
Finally,PhCLsneedto ndanicheinthecommercialmarketforapplicationsrang-
ingfrombio-chemicalsensorstoon-chipinterconnects.
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Photoniccryﬆalcavitiesatmicrowave
frequencies
 .  I           
Photonic crystal cavities with high Quality factors (Qs) are capable of extending
the lifetime of cavity photons con ned within mode volumes (V) of the order of
a cubic-wavelength, and hence can greatly enhance the interaction between elec-
tromagnetic  elds and ma er. Recently, high Q/V photonic crystal cavities have
been extensively investigated with various geometries at optical frequencies, act-
ingasapowerfulplatformforstudyingcavityquantumelectrodynamics(cQED)
[   ]anddevelopingamyriadofnano-photonicdevices. Yetfewphotoniccrystal
cavitieshavebeenreportedatmicrowavefrequencies[   –   ].
A high Q/V microwave cavity is demanded for a number of applications. In
  atomic physics, a single Rydberg atom coupled to a single photon is the funda-
mentalsystemforcavityQEDstudies,especiallywhenonereachestheinteresting
strong coupling regime where energy can be coherently exchanged between the
two. Forstrongcouplingtooccur,theatom-photoncouplingrateg(inverselypro-
portionaltosquarerootofV)mustexceedboththephotonleakagerate(inversely
proportionaltoQ)andtheatomdecoherencerate. Sincethefrequencydiﬀerence
of Rydberg states is in the microwave region [   ], a high Q/V microwave cavity
is crucial to achieve this type of coupling. Strong coupling in Rydberg atoms has
beenpreviouslyobservedinlarge-scaleFabry-Perotcavitiesandsuperconducting
circuits[   ,    ]. Photoniccrystalcavities, in contrast, oﬀeranalternativeplat-
formthatismorecompactandcanbeoperatedatroomtemperature.
Secondly, given the cavity’s intrinsic  eld enhancement factor, there are also
signi cant advantages in practical applications such as tunable microwave  lters
and antennas, where the eﬃciency of a radiator can be signi cantly improved by
couplingwiththecavitymode[   ]; uorescencemicroscopyforbiologicalsys-
tems,whereahighQ/Vmicrowavecavitycanbeusedtocontrolthetemperature
and drive the biological reactions [   ]; resonance-enhanced microwave detec-
tors[   ];particleaccelerators[   ,   ];andrefractiveindexsensors.
In this chapter, we have designed and experimentally demonstrated an all-
dielectric photonic crystal microwave cavity.  e cavity can be fabricated with a
variety of materials using conventional machining techniques. We report a cav-
ity mode at   . GHz with a very small mode volume limited to about one cubic-
wavelength and a record-high Q-factor of   ,    at room temperature. Besides
the high Q/V factor, the defect mode has a TM-polarized electric  eld concen-
tratedintheairregion[   ],asopposedtomostphotoniccrystalcavitiesdesigns
with TE-polarized electric  eld concentrated in the host dielectric [   ].  ese
features are crucial for eﬀectively coupling microwaves to ma er in a number of
applications. Moreover,whenacenter-fedantennaisplacedinsidethecavityact-
ing as a radiating dipole, we observe a strong signature of the cavity’s Purcell en-
hancementfactor. Insummary,webelievethistypeofdeviceoﬀersgreatpromise
for studying cavity QED phenomena as well as for enabling novel applications at
  microwavefrequencies.
 .  D     
 estructureweproposestartsfromaso-calledrectangulardielectricrodwaveg-
uide with a periodic array of circular holes, as shown in Fig.  . . (a) [  ,   ,    ,
   ,    ]. We choose a refractive index of  .  for the rod, which corresponds to
the refractive index of alumina (Al O ) at microwave frequencies.  e rectangu-
lar waveguide has an aspect ratio (thickness/width) of   :  , and supports a fun-
damentalTM-polarizedmodewithitsmajorcomponentalignedalongthey-axis
[Fig. . . (c)]. Fromourpreviouswork[   ],introducingasuitableperiodicar-
ray of holes in the bulk materials of this high aspect-ratio waveguide results in a
relativelywidebandgapforTM-polarizedmodes. Hereweselectthethicknessto
be w =  .  mm, depth h =  .  mm, and hole periodicity a =  .  mm.  e
radiusoftheholesischosenasr =  .  mm.
Next, we introduce a defect region into the cavity by gradually increasing the
periodicity (hole-to-hole distance) and hole diameter for each segment starting
from a pair of outer holes and symmetrically moving towards the center. When
thefeaturesizeofasegmentisenlarged,theband-gapisred-shi ed,resultingina
gradedphotonicband,asshowninFig. . . (b).  isallowscon ninganair-band
mode in the defectregion: the air-band mode is coupled to the evanescent Bloch
modes within the band-gaps at each end, eﬀectively trapping it between a pair of
Braggmirrors.
A three-dimensional  nite-diﬀerence time-domain (FDTD) code was used to
calculatetheresonantfrequencyandtheQfactorofthecavitymode. Oneachside
ofthecavityweintroduce  segmentswithprogressivetaperingoftheholediam-
eterandspacing,inordertoadiabaticallycouplethecavitymodetotheevanescent
Blochmode.  isadiabaticprocessistunedtosuppressthesca eringlossresult-
ing from the eﬀective index mismatch between the two modes [  ,   ]. Without
materiallosses,thecavitymodehasanultra-highQfactorof ,   ,   ,limitedby
  Figure 5.2.1: (a) Schematic of the device. (b) Diagram of tapered photonic
bandgap. (c) Transverse mode proﬁle of the fundamental TM-polarized mode.
(d) Mode proﬁle of the cavity mode.
sca ering alone (Q = Qsc).  e cavity mode pro les are shown in Fig.  . . (d),
wheretheEy componentisplo edatthemirrorplaneofy-axisandx-axis,respec-
tively.  e tapered section’s parameters are tailored to localize an air-band mode
resonatingat  . GHzbymaximizingcon nementalongthez-axis,whichresults
in a small cavity mode volume. As expected from the general features of air-band
modes,theelectric eldconcentratesintheair-region. However,themaximumof
the electric  eld density [ε|E|
 ] is not in the air region, so we de ne the eﬀective
cavitymodevolumeas,
Veﬀ =
∫
ε|E|
  dV
|Emax;air|
  ( . )
whereEmax;air istheelectric eldmaximumintheairregion,locatedatthecenter
ofthecavity. Forourcavitywefoundaneﬀectivemodevolumeof .  λ
 .
 e cavity mode is normally excited from an external waveguide port.  e
amount of energy stored (U) is proportional to the launched power (P ) [   ],
  U =
 
ω 
Q 
Qw
P  ( . )
InEq. . Qw denotesthequalityfactorresponsibleforthe eldenergyleakage
fromthecavitysectionviathedielectricwaveguide.  etotalcavityqualityfactor
Q,includingmateriallosses,canbewri enas
 
Q
=
 
Qsc
+
 
Qm
+
 
Qw
( . )
whereQsc accountsforsca eringlossesduetomodemismatchinthetaperedsec-
tion and Qm for material losses in the dielectric. Substituting Eq.  .  into Eq.  . ,
wehave
U = Umax =
P 
ω 
Q ( . )
when Qw =
QscQm
Qsc+Qm.  erefore, for given Qsc and Qm, it is important to tune Qw
by  xing the number of Bragg mirror pairs on each side of the resonator so as to
achieveoptimalcriticalcouplingconditionsbysatisfyingEq. . .
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 eresonatorwasfabricatedwithultra-highpurityaluminafromCoorstek(AD   
PlasmaPure).  ismaterialhasarelativelyhighrefractiveindexof . atmicrowave
frequencies and very small dielectric losses. Dielectric losses are important as
they ultimately limit the quality factor of the resonator.  e material that we
use has a nominal loss factor of tan(δ) =  .  ×   −  at  GHz, which results in
Qm =   ,   . For our device, we put    Bragg mirror pairs at each side, which
corresponds to Qw =    ,   .  erefore, the total Q factor is expected to be
  ,   . Fabricationwasdonewithstandardcomputer-numerical-control(CNC)
millingtechniques,withanominalpositionalaccuracyof∼   μmforeachhole.
 e fabricated structure is shown in Fig.  . . (a), and the setup used for our
two-porttransmi ancemeasurementsinFig. . . (b).  edevicewasconnected
  Figure 5.3.1: (a) Images of the fabricated alumina cavity with slant sections
at both ends to facilitate coupling to metallic waveguides. (b) Setup for trans-
mittance measurement. (c) Coupling components between the metallic waveg-
uide and the dielectric rod.
to a network analyzer via conventional WR   microwave waveguides placed at
each end. Because of the geometrical mismatch between the metallic waveguide
(  . mm× . mm)andourdielectricwaveguideresonator( .  mm× .  mm),
we designed slant sections at both ends of the resonator to allow partial inser-
tion into the WR   waveguide and thereby facilitate coupling [Fig.  . . (c)]. In
Fig.  . . (a), we show the amplitude spectrum from the transmission measure-
ment. It demonstrates a large bandgap from   . GHz to   . GHz, which is con-
sistent with the theory.  e transmission coeﬃcient of the cavity mode can be
generally  edusingaFanomodel[   ,   ],
t = A
[
ηexp(iϕ) +
 
  + i ω−ω 
ΔωFWHM= 
]
( . )
  whereAisaconstantrepresentingsystemloss, η  denotestheratioofpowercou-
pled to other channels (direct transmission, higher-order modes, etc.), ϕ is the
phasediﬀerence,ω istheresonantfrequency,andΔωFWHMisthecavityfull-width
half-maximumlinewidth.
Figure 5.3.2: (a) Amplitude spectrum with a large frequency range from
  GHz to   GHz, showing the bandgap of the structure. (b) Amplitude and
phase spectra of the cavity mode from the transmittance measurement. The
dashed curves are ﬁtted with Eq. 5.5.
Unlike most photonic crystal cavity experiments at optical frequencies, here
both amplitude and phase of the transmi ance can be obtained. By varying the
positionoftheresonatorwithrespecttothewaveguideports,bothηandφcanbe
modi ed,whereasω  andΔωFWHM stayconstant. Hereweselectasetofdatawith
minimizedcouplingtodirect,non-resonantchannels(negligibleη),whichresults
inaLorentzianresonancelineshape. WeplottheresultingspectrainFig. . . (b),
where the cavity resonance is clearly seen at   .   GHz, in good agreement with
the design value. By   ing the measured data with Eq.  .  we obtain a full-width
half-maximum linewidth ΔωFWHM of  .   MHz, corresponding to a Q factor of
  ,   , which is slightly smaller than the expected Q value of   ,   . With the
resonator end-coupled to a larger WR   waveguide, we observed Q values up to
  ,    albeit with a less symmetrical line-shape.  e observed discrepancy of Q
factor can be a ributed to higher dielectric losses in the bulk material at this fre-
quency, to fabrication tolerances on the holes position and size and to resonant
  losses at the transition between waveguide and dielectric. In general, a higher Q
factorcanbeobtainedwithlesslossymaterialsoratcryogenictemperatures.
Next, we insert a small antenna inside the cavity in order to study the interac-
tion between the cavity mode and a radiating dipole.  e antenna is constructed
by stripping both the outer conductor and the dielectric core of a coaxial cable
(MegaphaseCorp.,modelClearPath-A  ),exposingtheinnerconductorforato-
tallengthof mm.  erelativelysmalldiameter( .   mm)oftheinnerconductor
waschosentominimizeanyperturbationofthecavitymode.
InFig. . . (a), weplotthere ectancespectrummeasuredwithanetworkan-
alyzer connected to the above mentioned center-fed antenna, when this is placed
in free space (red) and in the center hole of cavity (blue). A clearly visible re-
 ectance dip with a  . dB depth at ∼   .  GHz is observed, which we interpret
as a convincing signature of the Purcell eﬀect of the cavity. When the antenna
is coupled to the cavity mode, the radiation rate is enhanced, and thus the load
impedance is modi ed.  is results in a variation of the re ectance at the ana-
lyzer port, due to the impedance mismatch between the antenna load and the ca-
ble. From Fig.  . . (a), we also note that there is a change in the resonant fre-
quency of the system, from   .  GHz to   .  GHz.  is is due to the small but
non-negligible perturbation of the metallic antenna, which blue-shi s the reso-
nance.  e free-space background in Fig.  . . (a) (red-solid curve) arises from
thesmallre ectancebetweenthenetworkanalyzer/cableconnection,andtheca-
ble/antenna connection.  is background prevents us from accurately quantify-
ing the load impedance variation and subsequently extracting a numerical value
forthePurcellenhancementfactor.
Next, we scanned the antenna in z-direction along the length of the dielectric
rodtoprobetheelectric elddistributionofthecavitymode.  isisanalogousto
near- eld scanning optical microscopy (NSOM) [   ,    ]. In Fig.  . . (b), we
plotthemeasuredre ectancedepthasafunctionofthez-position(blue-solid). In
comparison, we also plot the electric  eld amplitude (black-dash). It can be seen
that the two curves follow the same z-dependence, which veri es that the S   dip
  Figure 5.3.3: (a) Reﬂectance measurement of the center-fed antenna, with
and without the cavity. (b) Reﬂectance depth as a function of the z-position.
Also shown (dashed line), the simulated electric-ﬁeld amplitude along the res-
onator.
weobserveisduetocouplingtothecavitymode.
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Ahigh-Qmicrowaveresonatorwithamodevolumesmallerthanonecubicwave-
length has been designed and fabricated. A record high Quality factor (Q =
  ,   )forphotoniccrystalcavitiesatmicrowavefrequencieshasbeenmeasured
atroomtemperature. Inadditiontoitsultra-highQ/Vfactor,thecavityisuniquely
designedtohaveitselectric eldconcentratedinair. Couplingtothiscavitymode
isenhancedbythePurcellfactor. Webelievethatthisdeviceiswellsuitedforcon-
ductingmicrowavecavityQEDexperimentsandfordevelopingavarietyofnovel
microwavedevices.
  6
Dual-polarizedphotoniccryﬆalcavities
fornonlinearapplications
 .  I           
Ultra-highQualityfactor(Q)photoniccrystalnanocavities, whicharecapableof
storing photons within a cubic-wavelength-scale volume (V), enable enhanced
light-ma er interactions, and therefore provide an a ractive platform for cavity
quantum electrodynamics [   ,    ] and nonlinear optics [   –   ]. In most
cases, high Q/V nanocavities are achieved with planar photonic crystal platform
based on thin semiconductor slabs perforated with a la ice of holes.  ese struc-
  turesfavortransverse-electric-like(TE-like)polarizedmodes(theelectric eldin
the central mirror plane of the photonic crystal slab is perpendicular to the air
holes). In contrast, the transverse-magnetic-like (TM-like) polarized bandgap is
favoredinala iceofhigh-aspect-ratiorods[   ,   ]. TM-likecavitieshavebeen
designedinanair-holegeometry,aswell[   –   ],buttheQfactorsofthesecav-
ities were limited to the order of    . In addition, the lack of vertical con nement
ofthesecavitiesresultsinlargemodevolumes[   ].  oughitispossibletoem-
ploysurfaceplasmonstolocalizethelighttightlyintheverticaldirection,thelossy
natureofmetallimitstheQtoabout    [   ].
In this chapter, we report a one-dimensional ( D) photonic crystal nanobeam
cavitydesignthatsupportsanultra-high-Q(Q >    )TM-likecavitymodewith
V ∼ (λ/n) .  iscavitygreatlybroadenstheapplicationsofopticalnanocavities.
Forexample,itiswell-suitedforphotoniccrystalquantumcascadelasers,sincethe
inter-subband transition in quantum cascade lasers is TM-polarized [   –   ].
We also demonstrate that our cavity simultaneously supports two ultra-high-Q
modes with orthogonal polarizations (one TE-like and one TM-like).  e fre-
quency diﬀerence of the two modes can be widely tuned while maintaining the
high Q factor of each mode, which is of interest for applications in nonlinear op-
tics.
  Figure 6.1.1: (a) Schematic of the nanobeam design, showing the nanobeam
thickness (dy) and width (dx), and the hole spacing (a). (b) TE   and TM  
transverse mode proﬁles for a ridge waveguide with dy =  dx. (c) Transmission
spectra for the TE   (red) and TM   (blue) Bloch modes. The shaded areas
indicate the bandgaps for both modes.
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Our design is based on a dielectric suspended ridge waveguide with an array of
uniform holes of periodicity, a, and radius, R, which form a  D photonic crystal
Bragg mirror [   ], as shown in Fig.  . . (a).  e refractive index of the dielec-
tric is set to n =  .  (similar to Si and GaAs at ∼  . μm). We  rst start with a
ridge of height:width:period ratio of  : :  (dx = a, dy =  a) and R =  . a.
Fig. . . (b)showsthetransversepro lesofthefundamentalTM-likeandTE-like
modes(TM   andTE  )supportedbytheridgewaveguide.  eTM   modehas
itsmajorcomponent(Ey)linedalongtheholeaxis,whereastheTE   mode’sma-
jorcomponent(Ex)isperpendiculartotheairholes. Usingthethree-dimensional
( D)  nite-diﬀerence time-domain (FDTD) method, the transmi ance spectra
are obtained of the TM   and TE   modes launched towards the Bragg mirror.
Fig. . . (c)showstheTM   andTE   bandgaps,respectively. Incontrasttotwo-
dimensional ( D) photonic crystal slabs, where the photon is localized in the xz
planeviaBraggsca ering,hereweonlyrequireBraggcon nementinthelongitu-
dinal(z)direction,aslightistransverselycon nedintheothertwodimensionsby
total internal re ection. It has also been shown experimentally that  D photonic
  crystalnanobeamcavitieshavecomparableQ/Vratiosto Dsystems[  ,  ].
Figure 6.2.1: (a) Schematic of the 1D photonic crystal nanobeam cavity,
with the tuning parameters Rk and wk in the  -segment tapered design. (b,c)
Mode proﬁles of the electric ﬁeld components ETE;x and ETM;y for the cavity
design with dx = a, dy =  a. (d,e) Spatial Fourier transform of the electric
ﬁeld component proﬁles (ETE;x and ETM;y) in the xz plane (y =  ).
Introducing a la ice grading to the periodic structure creates a localized po-
tential for both TE- and TM-like modes. To optimize the mode Q factors, we
apply the bandgap-tapering technique that is well-developed in previous work
[  ,   ,   ,    ,    ]. We use an  -segment tapered section with holes (R -R )
anda  -periodmirrorsectionateachside. Twodegreesoffreedomareavailable
for each tapered segment: the length (wk) and the radius (Rk). We keep the ra-
tioRk/wk  xedateachsegment, andthenimplementalinearinterpolationofthe
grating constant ( π/wk). When the central segment w  is set to  .  a, we ob-
tain ultra-high Qs and low mode volumes for both TE- and TM-polarized modes
(QTE =  .  ×    , QTM =  .  ×    , VTE = VTM =  . (λ/n) ), with free-
space wavelengths  .  a and  .  a, respectively. Fig.  . . (b) and (c) show the
mode pro les of the major components of the two modes in the xz mirror plane.
   eultra-highQfactorscanalsobeinterpretedinmomentumspace[  ,  ,   ].
Fig.  . . (d) and (e) demonstrate the Fourier transformed (FT) pro les of the
electric  eld components ETE;x and ETM;y in the xz plane (y =  ), with the light
cone indicated by the white circle. It can be seen that both modes’ Fourier com-
ponents are localized tightly at the bandedge of the Brillouin zone on the kz-axis
(kz = π/a).  is reduces the amount of mode energy within the light cone
that is responsible for sca ering losses. It is also worthwhile to note that higher-
longitudinal-order TE   and TM   cavity modes with diﬀerent symmetry with
respect to the xy mirror plane exist [   ]. For example, the second-order TE  
mode,whichhasanodeatthexymirrorplane,resonatesatawavelengthof .  a.
IthasahigherQfactorof .  ×    ,butalargermodevolumeof . (λ/n) .
For a number of applications of interest, control of the frequency spacing be-
tween the two modes is required. Examples include polarization-entangled pho-
ton generation for degenerate modes [   ], and terahertz generation for  .  −
  THzmodespli ing[   ]. Wetunethefrequencyseparationofthetwomodes
byvaryingthethicknessofthestructurewhilekeepingtheotherparameterscon-
stant. In Fig.  . . (a), the cavity resonances of the TE   and TM   modes are
tracedasafunctionofthenanobeamthickness(dy/a).  eTM-likemodeshavea
muchlargerdependenceonthethicknessthantheTE-likemodes.  emodesare
degenerateatdy =  .  a,andforthicknessesbeyondthisvalue,ωTE islargerthan
ωTM. As dy increases, the spli ing increasesuntil it saturateswhen the systemap-
proachesthe Dlimit(structureisin niteinthey-direction). Inthislimit,we nd
that λTE =  . aand λTM =  . a.  efrequencyseparation(δω = |ωTE − ωTM|)
of this design ranges from  THz to   THz, with the TE-like mode wavelength
 xed at  . μm by scaling the structure accordingly. Fig.  . . (b) shows the thick-
nessdependenceoftheQfactorforthexzdesignspeci cationslistedabove. Itcan
beseenthattheQfactorsofbothTE-andTM-polarizedmodesstayabove    for
theωTE > ωTM branch.
DecreasingdycausesthewidthoftheTMbandgaptosharplydecrease,whereas
thewidthoftheTEbandgapremainsalmostconstant.  enarrowedTMbandgap
  Figure 6.2.2: (a) TE   (red) and TM   (blue) cavity mode resonant frequen-
cies (dotted lines) as a function of the nanobeam thickness. The bandgap
regions of the two modes are shaded. The frequency separation (δω) of the
two modes with the TE-like mode wavelength ﬁxed at  : μm by scaling the
structure accordingly is plotted in green. (b,c) Dependence of the Q factor
and nonlinear overlap factor γ on the nanobeam thickness.
  results in a reduced Bragg con nement, which increases the transmission losses
through the Bragg mirrors.  is is evidenced by the Q factor of the TM mode,
which drops to  ,    when the thickness:width ratio is   :  .  ough this leak-
age can be compensated for, in principle, by increasing the number of periods of
the mirror sections, the length of the structure also increases, which makes fabri-
cationmorechallengingforasuspendednanobeamgeometry. Anarrowbandgap
also leads to large penetration depth of the mode into the Bragg mirrors, thereby
increasingthemodevolume.
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Next, we examine the application of our dual-polarized cavity for the resonance
enhancement of nonlinear processes. To achieve a large nonlinear interaction in
materialswithdominantoﬀ-diagonalnonlinearsusceptibilityterms(e.g. χ
( )
ijk ,i ̸=
j ̸= k), such as III-V semiconductors [   ,    ,    ], it is bene cial to mix two
modes with orthogonal polarizations. As shown in our previous work [   ], the
strength of the nonlinear interaction can be characterized by the modal overlap,
whichcanbequanti edusingthefollowing gureofmerit,
γ ≡ εr;d
∫
d d r
∑
i;j;i̸=j ETE;iETM;j
√∫
d rεr|ETE| 
√∫
d rεr|ETM| 
. ( . )
where
∫
d denotes integration over only the regions of nonlinear dielectric, and
εr;d denotesthemaximumdielectricconstantofthenonlinearmaterial. Notethat
we have normalized γ so that γ =   corresponds to the theoretical maximum
overlap. For the TE   and TM   modes we studied, the two major components
(ETE;x and ETM;y) share the same parity (have anti-nodes in all the three mirror
planes), andonly twooverlapcomponents, ETE;xETM;y andETE;yETM;x, inEq.  . 
do not vanish.  is allows a large nonlinear spatial overlap. We obtain γ =  .  
for the cavity shown in Fig.  . . .  e overlap approaches γ =  .   in the limit
dy → ∞. We  nd that the overlap factor, γ, stays at a reasonably high value
  (>  . ) across the full range of the frequency diﬀerence tuning (for ωTE > ωTM
branch)[Fig. . . (c)].
Figure 6.3.1: Parameters of the higher-order cavity modes for the design
with dx = a, dy =  a.
Finally, it is important to note that thick nanobeams can support higher-order
modeswithadiﬀerentnumberofnodesinthexyplane,aswell.  esehigher-order
modes are also con ned in the tapered section within their respective bandgaps,
withtheQfactorsandwavelengthslistedinFig. . . forthedx = aanddy =  a
case.  esemodescanoﬀerabroaderspectralrangethanthefundamentalmodes,
which is of great interest to nonlinear applications requiring a large bandwidth
[   ].
 .  S      
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that ultra-high-Q TE- and TM-like funda-
mental modes with mode-volumes ∼ (λ/n)  can be designed in  D photonic
crystal nanobeam cavities. We have shown that the frequency spli ing of these
two modes can be tuned over a wide range without compromising the Q factors.
We have also shown that these modes can have a high nonlinear overlap in mate-
rialswithlargeoﬀ-diagonalnonlinearsusceptibilitytermsacrosstheentiretuning
rangeofthefrequencyspacing. Weexpectthesecavitiestohavebroadapplications
intheenhancementofnonlinearprocesses.
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